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Accessory, Doll AU.94.9 Small spider, cast iron, three legged pan, modern replica made 
by Spencer of Guilford Conn. 

Accessory, Doll FIC.2017.63 Brown/beige quilt for doll's bed, tied/tufted - not quilted 
through. Note says: "Mary Burton Hayes, grandmother of 
Lucy Wood Daniels, 1840 - " 

Advertisement FIC.2016.26.6 Information about Scovill's Amateur Specialties, New York, 
Dry Plate [Camera] Outfits, Introduced in 1884. 

Advertisement FIC.2017. 
40.11 

Sheet of color photos "The Woodstock Inn, Woodstock, 
Vermont" "A Village of Charm and Quiet" 

Advertisement FIC.2017. 
40.17 

Card advertising "Opening Fall 1969 New Woodstock Inn" 

Advertisement FIC.2017.40.1 Card: "Around The Village Green” 

Adz L49.8.7 Adz 

Album, 
Photograph 

AU.91.7 Family photograph album, gilt stamped green morocco cover 
with brass clasp; late Victorian, c. 1875-1890. 

Ambrotype L53.11.1 Small ambrotype of an unidentified young woman, c. 1850. 
Probably Jane Lovell Eaton, a member of the Eaton family. 
Gilt tin mat but no case. 

Andiron FIC.04.01.39 Pair of andirons - heavy loop finial. Note in records that this 
was original to the Kitchen.  
 

Andiron NA.172 Wrought iron Christmas tree andirons with brass finials. 15" 
deep, 8" wide at front 

Apron AU.27.1 White apron with short ties. Crocheted border at hem. 

Apron AU.28.1 Long, white fine linen apron. Gathered at the waist with long 
ties. Eyelet embroidery above hem and on ties. 

Apron AU.36.1 Small black silk apron with two pockets. Decorated with floral 
embroidery at hem, ties, and pockets. 

Apron FIC.2014.25 Apron with embroidered borders, patch pockets 

Armchair AU.94.1 Armchair with 3 slat back, maple with a cord seat, turned legs, 
stiles and stretchers, shaped arms, bottom third of legs 
restored. 

Auger FIC.2016.78 Auger for tapering log joints 

Badge, 
Membership 

FIC.2018.118 Two Womans Relief Corps badges, with Maltese cross 
pendants and ribbon, one inscribed "Secretary", initials "CFL", 
and 1883, the other also has initials CFL and 1883. 
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Bandage NA.252 Bandage wrapped in blue paper. 

Barrette FIC.2018.81 Two gold-tone barrettes, small, 1.625" long x .5" wide; oval 
design in center 

Basket FIC.2016.100 Wooden basket, no top, 16.5" diameter, 9" high; small hole 
towards bottom on one side 

Basket FIC.2016.101 Wooden basket with handle, 11.5" long, 5" wide, 4.25" high 

Basket NA.268 Abenaki basket and cover, splint woven with lid, square base, 
ink designs on sides, lined with newspaper 1818, overlaid with 
1923 

Bayonet, 
Triangular 

NA.260 Standard U.S. Army issued bayonet for .58 caliber Springfield, 
triangular shaped blade designed to create a damaging three-
cornered wound which was slow to heal. 

Beater, Rug FIC.2017.43 Rug beater with wooden handle 

Bed, Folding FIC.2018.15 Wooden bed, collapsible, metal spring; marked "Comstock. 
Pat'd April 17 ??(55, 85?)". 70" long, 30" wide 

Bedspread FIC.2015.15 Navy and tan bedspread, flower design 

Bedspread FIC.2015.16 Two blue and gold bedspreads with fringe 

Bedspread FIC.2015.17 Navy and cream colored bedspread/coverlet, with cream 
fringe; some of fringe is missing and parts of blanket are 
coming apart. 

Bedspread FIC.2015.18 Cream colored bedspread, fringed 

Bedspread FIC.2015.20 Pink bedspread 

Bedspread L46.8.1 Bedspread: made of hand-spun material, and quilted by Mary 
Ballard Chandler (born November 19, 1788).  

Belt FIC.2016. 
102.5 

Military belt AFGoat 

Belt FIC.2016. 
102.6 

Military strap for equipment AFGoat 

Bertha FIC.2015.91 There are two photos described as a "lace bertha" and "lace 
bertha detail." One is labeled 73.8.2 and the other 73.8.3, but 
both of those are described as capelets and do not match this 
item.  

Bib AU.41.1 Quilted white cotton bib with lace trim, rosette pattern in 
quilting. 
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Bib AU.42.1 Ribbed cotton quilted bib with plain edging. 

Bib AU.43.1 Tiny white quilted bib, lace edging. 

Bib AU.44.1 White quilted bib with lace edging. 

Bird, Sewing FIC.2018.62 Sewing Bird: brass, cast stamped,  clamp driven by steel 
ribbon spring, butterfly screw at base, pin cushion 

Blanket FIC.2017.4.3 Marine Corps blanket 

Block, Gavel FIC.2016.61 Block against which you strike the gavel (doesn’t appear that it 
matches the gavel #FIC.2016.60) 

Bloomers AU.76.1 Heavy white bloomers. Single button back closure. Legs 
decorated with pleats and embroidered eyelet lace. "L.M. 
French" printed on inner band in brown/sepia ink near button 
closure. 

Blouse AU.75.1 Fine white blouse, long-sleeves, with high lace cuffs, high lace 
collar with ribs or supports, lace yoke and bib, hook and eye 
fastenings in back. 

Blouse FIC.2014.26 Linen shirtwaist blouse with daisy embroidery 

Blouse FIC.2014.27 Handkerchief linen shirtwaist pintucks on yoke 

Blouse FIC.2014.28 Embroidered linen blouse 

Blouse FIC.2014.29 High collared batiste blouse 

Board, Duck L46.3.4 Pair of wooden "duckboards": forming a slightly raised surface 
with a boot platform and a leather tie, to be used for crossing 
muddy areas. 

Bodice AU.1.1 Black silk taffeta child's bodice with ruching. 

Bodice AU.3.1 Bodice, point d'esprit lace over taffeta, black, with jet fringe 
and cream taffeta insert at neck 

Bodice  AU.38.1 Bodice to dress, black embroidered netting over satin; sleeves 
of black netting; cuffs, collar and bodice front decorated with 
sequins, ruching, beads and ribbon. 

Bodice L75.2.1 White cotton(?) waist, tucked front, machine embroidered 
floral motif throughout 

Bodice L75.2.2 White cotton waist, tucked front, cream eyelet and 
embroidering on front, lace trim on cuffs, gathering at waist 
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Bodice L75.2.3 White linen waist, embroidered floral design on front, back 
opening, scalloped and embroidered collar and cuffs. 

Bodice L75.2.4 Ecru cotton waist, lace trimmed cuffs, floral embroidery on 
front, gathering at waist 

Bodice L75.2.5 White sheer cotton waist, machine-made lace on collar and 
sleeves, tucks at shoulders. 

Bonnet AU.84.1 Finely crocheted infant's cap, made of ivory thread. 

Bonnet FIC.2015.42 Rust or copper-colored silk bonnet with deep, full curtain. 
Crown trimmed with pleated velvet and folded satin ribbon, 
with ribbon bow at center back. Interior ornamented with 
clusters of flowers and tulle on each side at ear level. White 
feather trim on one side on outside of brim.  

Bonnet FIC.2015.43 Blue plaid straw bonnet with novelty straw 

Bonnet FIC.2015.45 Gold and beige velvet bonnet 

Bonnet FIC.2015.50 Straw billed prairie bonnet 

Bonnet FIC.2015.51 Tuscan straw bonnet, c. 1850s 

Bonnet FIC.2016.18 Brown quilted cotton bonnet 

Bonnet FIC.2016.23 Faded red silk bonnet 

Bonnet FIC.2016.35 Heavy brown cotton slat bonnet 

Bonnet FIC.2016.36 Horsehair black mourning bonnet with matte beads 

Bonnet FIC.2017.3 FIC cream faille drawn bonnet with ivory pleated ribbon 

Bonnet NA.184 Beige ribbed silk bonnet, blue velvet trim, blue ribbons. 

Book AU.92.4 Greek Lexicon adapted to the New Testament by Samuel C. 
Loveland. Published by David Watson in Woodstock, VT, 
1828 

Book AU.94.10 Family Bible from the Kidder family; earliest date 1786; latest 
date, a death, 1901. 

Book FIC.1000.047 Origin and history of the English language, and of the early 
literature it embodies, 2nd edition, by George Perkins Marsh 
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Book FIC.1000.099 Elements of rhetoric, by D.D.Whately 

Book FIC.1000.100 Spirit of Hebrew poetry, translated from the German, by James 
Marsh.  Burlington: Edward Smith, 1833.    

Book FIC.1000.102 Old stone hitching post, and other poems - Vermont verse, 
enlarged and illustrated, 5th edition, by Eugene N. Davis.  
Bridgewater, VT: privately published, 1927. 

Book FIC.1000.106 Old white meeting house, by Herbert Henry Hines.  
Woodstock, VT: Elm Tree Press, 1936. 

Book FIC.1000.125 Aurora Leigh, by Elizabeth Barrett Browning.  NY: C.S. 
Francis & Co., 1857. 

Book FIC.1000.128 Works of Alexander Pope, Volume 1, by Alexander Pope, Esq.  
London: D.Bathurst, et al., 1787.  Three volumes. 

Book FIC.1000.129 Works of Alexander Pope, Volume 2, by Alexander Pope, Esq.  
London: D.Bathurst, et al., 1787.  Three volumes. 

Book FIC.1000.130 Works of Alexander Pope, Volume 3, by Alexander Pope, Esq.  
London: D.Bathurst, et al., 1787.  Three volumes. 

Book FIC.1000.131 Poetical works - in VII Volumes: Volume VII.  Philadelphia:  
R.W. Pomeroy, 1924. 

Book FIC.1000.135 Posthumous papers of the Pickwick Club, A new edition, by 
Charles Dickens.  Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard, 1842. 

Book FIC.1000.141 Hermann and Dorothea, by Johann W. Goethe, translated by 
Ellen Frothingham, with illustrations.  Boston: Roberts 
Brothers, 1870. 

Book FIC.1000.143 Odd number: Thirteen tales by Guy de Maupassant, translated 
by Jonathan Sturges, introduction by Henry James.  NY: 
Harper & Bros., 1889. 

Book FIC.1000.145 [Antigone] Sophocles in single plays for the use of schools, 
with introduction and English notes by Lewis Campbell and 
Evelyn Abbott, editors.  Oxford, England: Clarendon Press, 
1874. 

Book FIC.1000.146 Antigone, text of William Dindorf...with English notes...by the 
Rev. John Milner.  London: Lockwood & Company, 1873. 

Book FIC.1000.209 Gazetteer and business directory of Windsor County, Vermont 
for 1883-1884, by Hamilton Child, compiler & publisher.  
Syracuse, NY: printed at the Journal office, 1884. Contains 
fold out map inside back cover.  NOTE: inscribed: "Henry S. 
Dana for Charles Dana's store" 

Book FIC.1000.220 Woodstock, then and now, by Rhoda F. Teagle, designed by 
Frank Lieberman.  Woodstock, Vermont as seen through the 
camera from 1854 until the present.  Woodstock, VT: Printed 
for the Woodstock Chamber of Commerce by Elm Tree Press, 
1957, 1985.  Softcover (red). 
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Book FIC.2018.42 Bibliotheca classica or a classical dictionary 

Book FIC.2018.43 Nature, by Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Book L46.5.1 Holy Bible, belonged to Mary Stickney; contains Stickney and 
Putney family records 

Book L58.3.8 Five children’s books 

Book L63.3.6 Miniature Book, red cover w/ eagle engraving on front. 
"Child's Natural History of Birds" by C. Williams, published 
by Loomis and Peck, Philadelphia, 1847, American.   

Boot, Riding L46.3.2 Pair of brown leather lady’s riding boots 

Bootjack L49.8.20 Black metal boot jack 

Bottle L49.8.22 Two stone cider bottles 

Bottle, 
Medicine 

FIC.2016.62 Tall glass bottle, flat back, label mostly removed which said 
"E. K. Wright/ Registered Pharmacist/ Woodstock, Vermont;" 
marked with measurements for ounces and grams 

Bottle, 
Medicine 

NA.254 Medicine bottle - labeled "A.B. Morgan, Registered 
Pharmacist, Woodstock, VT." 

Bowl, Sugar AU.86.1 Country painted tinware; simple hand-painted design in orange 
& yellow japanned tinware; rolled tin finial on cover; probably 
for sugar. 

Box FIC.2017.21 Hinged box, "Chas Dana Jr & Co./ Woodstock. Vt/ by Stage 
from Rutland" 

Box FIC.2018.20A Small cardboard box, Oriental pictures 

Box FIC.2018.20B Small horseshoe-shaped cardboard box, multi-colored wooden 
trim, Oriental pictures 

Box FIC.2018.46 Small wooden box labeled: "The Barrell Optical Company, 
White River Junction, Vermont" 

Box NA.360 Two boxes: (1) "Box # 30 Embroidery, floss, needles, patterns, 
etc." with many of those things inside; canvas with leather 
straps; 9.75" long, 5" wide, 4" high. (2) same size as number 1, 
no label, and nothing inside. 

Box, Fan FIC.2018.129 Fan box, ivory silk, cardboard interior; Tiffany & Co. 

Box, Fan FIC.2018.130 Rose silk fan box, trunk top; maroon paper interior; Paris, J. 
Duvelleroy 
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Box, Spice L46.10.5 Spice box 

Bracelet FIC.2015.54 Bangle bracelet, black #3 inside, maybe silver inside - plastic 
outside(?), long flower design with 10 tiny pearls 

Bracelet FIC.2015.74 Five wire-framed circular crocheted links from a bracelet, with 
dark brown twine (or hair?), hook on one end, each is a double 
circle that opens, 1" across.  

Bracelet FIC.2015.79 Gold chain fragment, two hanging pearls on tiny chains, and 
one flower shape with ruby in center with five pearls around, 
4.5" long 

Bracelet FIC.2018.72 Gold tone child's bracelet, floral design, engraved "Mary M. 
Tebbetts" 

Bracelet FIC.2018.82 Gold-tone bracelet, paisley, floral design 

Branch FIC.2016.65 A branch, bent, with a stone trapped in the wood; some of bark 
has peeled off and more is loose 

Broadside AU.90.7 A Broadside which was planned as a valedictory address from 
the gallows by Samuel E. Godfrey who was hanged in 
Woodstock in 1818. 

Brooch FIC.2015.58A Brooch (along with pair of earrings FIC.2015.58B) on vermeil 
with pearls and garnets; tiny pearls inset around garnets in 4-
lobed shaped pin with small pendant at base 

Brooch FIC.2018.69 Mounted cameo pin, 2" high, 1.625" wide, profile woman in 
white, orange/beige background 

Bucket FIC.2016.96 Metal bucket with handle, 12" diameter, 8" high, bottom 
uneven and banged up 

Bucket FIC.2016.99 Wooden bucket, sides loose and not anchored at top, one metal 
ring at top of one slat, 12" diameter, 9.25" high] 

Bucket, Sap FIC.2016.94 Metal sap(?) bucket,11" high, 11" diameter, no handle, 
grey/brown (rusty) 

Bucket, Sap FIC.2016.95 Metal sap bucket, gray, no handle, 12.5" high, 11" diameter 

Bulb, Light FIC.2016.64 Light bulb, no markings, glass bulb has a small piece of glass 
at the top 

Busk AU.89.3 
FIC.2015.188 

Wooden busk decorated with chip carving. This item was 
made by Stephen P. Truesdale of South Woodstock for his 
lady love. 
 

Bustle FIC.2014.10 Small hemp bustle with duck support and steel bones 

Bustle FIC.2014.30 Small wire bustle with crocheted cover 
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Button, Political FIC.2016.10 9 political pins: 1. Percival Clement for Governor; 2. 
Roosevelt; 3. Vermont's Going Democratic; 4. President 
Nixon; 5. Click with Dick, Nixon for President; 6. Harry S. 
Truman, Inauguration January 20, 1949; 7. Inauguration of 
Harry S. Truman, with photo and ribbon; 8. President & Vice 
President, Harry S. Truman and Alben W. Barkley, 
Inauguration button; 9. Calvin Coolidge. One other button: 10. 
Vermont Bankers Association pin, Clark Brigham, Secretary, 
Woodstock Inn, Woodstock, VT, June 20-21, 1941 

Button, Political L63.3.2 George Washington inaugural button, c. 1789. Raised Roman 
letters "GW" within impressed stippled oval in center; raised 
lettering "Long Live the President" 

Buttonhook FIC.2015.162 Button hook, 6 inches long, black 

Calendar FIC.2017.40.5 Calendar, Woodstock Inn, Arthur B. Wilder, Manager, 1907 

Camera, tripod, 
dry plates, 
stands 

FIC.2016.26 Dry plate camera, tripod, six dry plates, 2 stands, 
advertisement. "Patented October 20, 1885", "Scovill Mfg Co. 
N.Y." "542" on several parts of camera 

Camisole AU.77.1 Fine ivory-colored camisole; eyelet embroidered insets and 
lace trim at neck and sleeves; ribbon drawstring at neck and 
sleeves; 8 tiny covered buttons form closure CF; V-neck in 
back 

Camisole FIC.2015.177 Silk camisole 

Can L46.10.3 Two syrup cans belonged to Horatio N. Atwood 

Candlestick AU.93.1 Pair of brass candlesticks with dished bases, short shafts and 
fixed bobeches, 20th century. 

Candlestick AU.94.6 Small brass candlestick; domed base; turned shaft with fixed 
bobeche; Colonial Revival Style 
Need to assign updated accession/object numbers. 

Candlestick FIC.2018.64 Two wooden candlesticks made from spools/bobbins, one 10″ 
tall, one 12″ tall 

Candlestick NA.166 Pair of brass candlesticks, probably American, milled brass 
base and shaft, adjustable height mechanism, fixed bobeche, 
finger rings, maker unknown. 4.25" tall, 5" diameter 

Cane FIC.2014.1 Heavy dark wood walking stick with carved ivory handle and 
brass band above tip. 

Cane FIC.2016.51 
A&B 

Two wooden canes, square shape with one end narrowed, no 
handle, no tip, painted red, 36" long, marked "1732 - 
WOODSTOCK - 1932" 
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Cane L49.7.1 Cane, made of wood grown in the Sierra Nevada mountains 

Cane L49.7.2 Cane: oak? shaft, molded handle in shape of hound's head; in 
mahogany case. Wood of case brought from Amazonas, 
Brazil, in 1915; case made in April, 1917, by N. B. Dana, 
Conshohocken, PA. 

Cane, Sword FIC.2014.2 Sword cane - two types of wood, ivory band between handle 
and staff, missing cap.  

Canopy, Bed NA.176 Modern replica of an antique design, cream-colored yarn, 
crocheted "fishnet" style, tassel fringe. 

Canopy, Bed NA.177 Canopy for a crib - synthetic pique, sheer, short tasseled 
fringe, modern replica of an antique style, probably marketed 
in New York. 

Cap FIC.2016.39 Shallow small black felt cap, rosettes of black, gold, print. br 
plume 

Cap FIC.2016.42 Lace cap Gertrude Mertens 

Cap FIC.2017.4.1 Green envelope cap, gold braid, "E7168" (part of donation 
with Marine Corps blanket) 

Cap FIC.2017.4.2 Plain green envelope cap "Phila. Q.M. Depot 7 1/2" (part of 
donation with Marine Corps blanket) 

Cap FIC.2017.44 Net cap with gaps 

Cap FIC.2017.45 Lawn cap with bobbin lace insets 

Cap FIC.2017.49 Adult dimity cap, lace edge at face, no ties, gathered at nape 

Cap FIC.2017.50 Cap - dotted Swiss cap, no ties, gathered at nape 

Cap FIC.2017.51 Dimity cap, twill ties, small lace ruffle 

Cap FIC.2017.52 Crocheted cap, stained, wide border frames face 

Cap FIC.2017.53 Dimity cap, self-fabric ties, one torn off, faggotting at top 

Cap FIC.2017.54 Plain muslin cap, all one piece, with self-fabric ties 

Cap FIC.2017.55 Plain fitted cap, muslin, no ties 
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Cap FIC.2017.56 Twill weave soft white cap with scalloped edge, gathered 
back, single piece as tie, "WWS" 

Cap FIC.2017.57 Muslin cap with crocheted lace edges, plain ties 

Cape AU.69.1 White cotton flannel cape with wide self collar. 

Cape FIC.2014.9 Black lace dolman (cape) with wide band of black cord 
passementerie (stitched in floral pattern) around collar, down 
center front and down center back of dolman. Black gros grain 
bow at neck and waist. Hook & eye closure center front. Lined 
with black silk. Inside waist tie of black grosgrain. Label: 
"Stern Brothers/ 3234 & 36 West 23rd Str. N.Y." 

Capelet AU.4.1 Black lace capelet or small shawl 

Capelet FIC.2015.127 Embroidered net capelet, scalloped floral edge, star pattern 
overall 

Capelet FIC.2015.182 Organza embroidered capelet, mid-19th century 

Card, Hand L46.3.10 Wooden wool card with metal bristles 

Carriage, Baby L65.2.1 Baby carriage; leather upholstery and canopy top, purchased 
for the lender's sister, Della Elizabeth Johnson, born 1874, died 
1875. 

Carriage, Doll L62.5.1 Doll carriage with canopy top, of the type made in Springfield 
or Ludlow, VT during the 1870s 

Carte-de-visite L53.11.4 Carte-de-visite photo of John Stearns Eaton, 1868, Kendall 
print, Woodstock 

Case FIC.2015.165 Pink collar case and contents 

Case, Card AU.89.1 Visiting card case of gilt stamped morocco in deep purple. 
Tiny silver pencil within. 

Case, Eyeglass FIC.2015.189 E. B. Meyrowitz large green leather glasses case 

Case, Eyeglass FIC.2015.198 Leather spectacles sheath "Place/ 297 Washington St./ Boston" 

Case, Eyeglass FIC.2015.200 Needlepoint spectacles case "M Winslow" 

Case, Eyeglass FIC.2017.20B Hinged tin (?) case for eyeglasses, no marks 
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Case, Eyeglass FIC.2018.46 Small wooden mailing box for spectacles, with sliding top 
labeled: "The Barrell Optical Company, White River Junction, 
Vermont" on the outside 

Case, Eyeglass FIC.2018.47 Bone/ivory case to hold spectacles(?), lined with velvet. 

Case, Eyeglass FIC.2018.49B Steel glasses case lined with blue velvet, 6.25" x 1.375" x .5, 
pat Jan 1860 Parker 

Case, Eyeglass NA.171B Velvet lined snap case for spectacles, gilt stamped by 
"Dammers/ Old South Bld./ 294 Washington St./ Boston"; case 
5" x 2" closed, 3.5" open 

Case, Eyeglass NA.245 Eyeglass case printed "J.R. Murdock, 'Brilliant' Spectacles, 
Trade F.L.(?)B. Mark, Woodstock, Vt." 

Case, Jewelry FIC.2018.91 French-made leather jewelry case, dark brownish black with 
handle, lock and key. Inside marked: "E. GOYARD, Aine Rue 
de St. Honore PARIS." 

Case, Pencil FIC.2018.19 Pencil case, late 19th century, possibly American, lacquered 
wood, cover decorated with colored decal of boys playing in 
the snow, 

Cashbox FIC.2016.55 Metal cash box, with handle, lock and key, painted black with 
gold highlights 

Cask FIC.2016.93 Rounded cask with flat bottom, hole plugged on top; 9" long, 
8.5" high 

Cask FIC.2016.98 Wooden cask, hole in top, 6.5" diameter, 10" high 

Certificate FIC.2015.212 Interest certificate on the First Mortgage Bond of the Railroad 
Company; $17.50 at the National Bank of Redemption of 
Boston, October 15, 1877 

Certificate FIC.2018.74 Future Teachers of America to Bessie Kidder Thomas 

Certificate FIC.2018.75 Certificate: State of Vermont Department of Education First 
Grade Teachers Certificate for graduate of an approved 
college: Bessie G. Kidder. September 4, 1909 

Certificate, 
Marriage 

FIC.2019.20 Certificate of Marriage between Norman N. Barrows and 
Fanny C. Pratt, both of Bridgewater, VT, at Woodstock, May 
7, 1877 

Chain FIC.2016.72 Wooden chain links, five links and one smaller broken one on 
the end; hand-made, 9.25" long 

Chain, Log L49.8.14 Log chain 

Chair AU.91.1 Gentleman's chair upholstered in modern blue velvet with a 
tufted balloon back; carved shell and foliate C-scrolls at crest. 
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Chair L58.4.4 Two children’s chairs 

Chair, Rocking FIC.2018.13 Child's rocking chair, rush seat, frame painted red 

Chair, Rocking FIC.2018.25 Child's rocking chair with hoop back and round seat 

Chair, Rocking NA.160 Windsor rocker, New England, maple and pine, original black 
paint, yoke crest, seven spindle fan back, shaped arms, plank 
seat, turned legs, H stretchers, rockers probably added at a 
later date. 

Chair, Side L71.1.3 Pair of American Empire side chairs, acanthus leaf design 
carved on front legs; upholstered in red velvet 

Chandelier NA.168 Gas pendant lamp, brass, domed ceiling mount, curved 
ornamented shaft, two burners, blown and frosted glass shades; 
installed in the Dana house during the late 19th century; later 
converted to electricity. 29" long, 19" wide 

Chandelier NA.275 Brass chandelier - originally gas, later converted to electricity; 
3 lamps. 

Chandelier NA.279 Chandelier with brass fixtures, glass shield, three electrified 
candles; hand blown globe broken in 2005. 

Charter NA.271 Rare certified true copy of the original Royal Charter of the 
Town of Woodstock, a grant of 68 equal shares in 24,960 
acres, issued in the name of King George III, signed by the 
Provincial Governor of New Hampshire, Benning Wentworth, 
July 10, 1761. 
 

Choker FIC.2018.122 Choker necklace - pin on velvet black ribbon, faceted glass(?) 
center 

Clock, Shelf NA.348 Clock, Shelf - 26.35" x 15.75", ogee shelf clock, painted wood 
dial, Roman numerals, original hands, mahogany, Extra 
Clocks made & sold by Comstock & Minor, Plymouth, Conn. 
Note on tag: "removed from exhibit first floor of barn Sept 
1990" 

Clock, Shelf NA.350 Clock, Shelf - c. 1865, 12.25" x 8.375". American, maple case, 
segmental arched top, clear glass panel in door with eglomise 
or reverse painted spray of garden flowers on lower panel,  
made by Atkins Clock Company, Bristol, CT. Found record of 
repairs to clock by James Taylor Clock Repair 5/14/1987. 

Clothing, Doll FIC.2018.11 Pair of doll's shoes, brown, 3 buttons 

Clothing, Doll FIC.2018.76 Tiny felted doll jacket with four brass buttons 
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Clothing, Doll FIC.2018.77 FIC tiny doll's hat with net feathers, flowers 

Club, Golf FIC.2018.2 Golf club, 3 iron, mid-mashie, painted shaft 

Coat FIC.2017.61 Navy child's double-breasted coat with red trim and hood 

Coin L63.3.4 $1.00 gold piece, 1854, octagonal, one side stamped “1 dollar 
1854, California Gold” 

Coin L63.3.5 25 cent gold piece; 1880; round, one side stamped “1/4 dollar” 

Coin, Com- 
memorative 

FIC.2015.29 Coin "Allegory of Agriculture" c. 1902. Obverse side: bust of 
Ceres, right, laureate with various leaves, flowers, and a 
cluster of grapes, signed at lower left "PONSCARME". 
Reverse side: a male cultivator wearing hat, three-quarters 
from the rear, moves left, sowing seeds. In exergue, 
"FECONDITE PUISSANCE" (fertility power), signed right, 
O. Yencesse. 

Collar AU.2.1 Black jet beaded collar piece, jet on net, poor condition 

Collar FIC.2015.100 Open work lace collar, 14" neck, 3" wide, appliqued circles 

Collar FIC.2015.101 Cotton collar, scalloped edge with 5-petal flowers around 
edge; embroidered dots; 14" neck; 2" wide; small hole 

Collar FIC.2015.102 Large lace collar, 15" neck, 6" wide; silk crocheted lace(?); 
ecru, 8-petal flowers, 10-leaf branches 

Collar FIC.2015.103 Collar with 12" neck, 1" wide plus ruffle, pointed collar, rows 
of French valencienne lace with heavily embroidered motifs on 
collar points 

Collar FIC.2015.104 Starched white cotton collar with 11.75" neck, .875" trim, 
squared corners, baby? stains at neck 

Collar FIC.2015.105 Ecru Guipure lace collar; 24" neck, 2" wide; dagged edge 

Collar FIC.2015.106 Silk chiffon sailor collar with 3 tiny tucks & 1.875" inset lace 

Collar FIC.2015.110 Collar, 24" neck, snaps to dress, straight across back, points in 
front. Goes with the cuffs FIC.2015.119. 

Collar FIC.2015.112 Collar with 15" neck, 2.375" wide, dagged edge, starched lawn 
with embroidered cutleaf(?) leaves 

Collar FIC.2015.113 Collar, 15" neck, 3.25" wide; swag pattern with flowers, 
embroidered on lawn 
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Collar FIC.2015.114 Collar 3 

Collar FIC.2015.116 Collar, heavily embroidered lawn, 13.75" neck, 2.125" wide, 
lotus pods and other flowers; repaired. 

Collar FIC.2015.130 Cotton lawn collar with paisley embroidery, 15" neck, 3" wide 

Collar FIC.2015.90 Large ecru collar V-neck, square ends, Guipure and 
embroidered organza  

Collar FIC.2015.92 Embroidered net collar, 14" neck, 2" wide; long points; 
scalloped edge; 3-D flowers appliqued 

Collar FIC.2015.93 Lawn collar, 3" wide, neck 15", embroidered columbine, lilacs, 
spring flowers 

Collar FIC.2015.94 Organdy embroidered collar on net background; lilies; with 
circles at edge, 14.5" neck, 1.5" wide 

Collar FIC.2015.95 Organdy collar, 13.5" neck, 1.5" wide, scalloped edge, overall 
embroidered flowers and 5 bouquets 

Collar FIC.2015.96 Loose net collar with organdy embroidered insets, French 
valencienne edge, 3.25" wide, round corners, 17" neck, net 
facing 

Collar FIC.2015.97 Fine lawn embroidered collar - medallions of flowers, leaves; 
13" neck, 1.875" wide, square ends. 

Collar FIC.2015.98 Collar made up of medallions of French valencienne lace; 
scalloped edge; ruffle; appliqued ovals; 13" neck, 2.25" wide 

Collar FIC.2015.99 Collar with 13.5" neck, 2" wide; points 4.75", delicate Lyons 
lace; peonies; floral edge; leaves at points.  

Collar NA.180 White lace collar 

Collar and cuffs FIC.2015.111 Collar, 13" neck, 1-2" at points, starched cotton collar with 
French valencienne insets, loop trim at edges. Cuffs, starched 
cotton with three small covered ball buttons. .5" trim inset and 
loops at edge. 

Comb, Hair FIC.2014.66 3.75x3 14 teeth blonde comb 

Comb, Hair FIC.2014.67 Hair comb, 8 teeth, carved top, black faceted balls 

Comb, Hair FIC.2014.68 62a large plain hair comb; note on back of comb says there are 
7 combs, 62 a-g. Haven’t yet tracked down the ‘62’ reference 

Comb, Hair FIC.2014.71 Comb 5 teeth dagged top 
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Comb, Hair FIC.2014.72 Comb 6 teeth matte brown plastic, molded floral decor 

Comb, Hair FIC.2014.73 Comb black plastic  8.5x4.5 

Comb, Hair FIC.2014.74 Golden tortoise comb with 2 teeth silver filigree like antlers 

Comb, Hair FIC.2014.75 Mottled celluloid hair comb 

Comb, Hair NA.163 Large hair comb, mottled celluloid. 7" long x 5.25 wide at 
widest part 

Comb, Hair NA.165 Hair comb, yellow resin, topped with amber beads. 4.125" 
long x .875 wide 

Comb, Lice FIC.2014.77 Wooden lice comb 

Copybook FIC.2017.35 Copybook 

Cornice NA.142 Gilt stamped tin cornice. In Black Book has same number 
(AM.7.8) as cornices in the Victorian Parlor. However, this is 
a different style. 52" wide, 6" tall 

Corset AU.71.1 Heavy white quilted corset with one rib center back, holes for 
laces down center front. 

Corset AU.78.1 Heavy brown quilted corset, lined with a cream-colored 
material, space to accommodate a slat buske (or rib) at center 
front. 

Corset FIC.2104.17 Corset - cotton and whale bone, lace trim, busk in front, laces 
in back. Labels: "Made in France" "B. Altman" "Garanti 
Veritalde Baleine" 

Coverlet FIC.2015.14 Coverlet navy and tan 

Cravat FIC.2015.117 Cravat 

Crinoline FIC.2014.31 Wire crinoline, leather bindings 

Crock FIC.04.01.24 Stoneware crock - blue whimsical design; marked: 
 "HAXSTUN OTTMAN & CO. 
FORT EDWARD, N.Y." 
Haxstun Ottman & Co. was established in 1867 and operated 
to 1872 (per Fort Edward website). 

Crock FIC.04.01.25 Stoneware crock with underglazed bluebird marked "J. 
NORTON & CO. of BENNINGTON, VT" and "1 1/2". 
The Norton Company made crocks & jugs in Bennington from 
1793-1894. 
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Cuff AU.83.1 Removable, button-on, white cuffs for a woman's dress, two 
layers of ruffles at edge 

Cuff FIC.2015.115 Cuffs, 5.5", with gentle point, embroidered organdy on net 
background, floral heavy embroidery and dots at edge 

Cuff FIC.2015.119 A&B bobbinet cuffs with some satin stitch embroidery 

Cuff FIC.2015.122 French cuff, 8" x 1", heavily starched cotton with eyelet trim 

Cuff FIC.2015.150 Pair men's starched linen cuffs, Ashcroft 

Cuff FIC.2015.151 Pair men's starched linen cuffs, Pocono. 

Cuff FIC.2015.152 Pair men's starched linen cuffs, Yarmouth 

Cuff FIC.2018.57 Two cuffs, old English lace, Rebecca Mott Tibbets, 1855 (or 
1860?)-1904 

Cup FIC.04.01.32 Small white cup with light blue trim. 

Cup NA.157 Cup, white with gold trim. 3" tall, 3" diameter 

Cup, Caudle  AU.88.1 Blind molded caudle cup, blossoms & leaves on rim; clear 
glossy glaze; used to feed infants and invalids. 

Cup, Medical NA.251 Glass measuring cup for medical use. 

Curtain L49.10.2 Pair of cretonne curtains 

Curtain L53.9.3 Four pairs of gold brocade curtains 

Cylinder, 
Phonograph 

FIC.2016.77 Phonograph cylinder in a cardboard container. On the cylinder: 
"Vaudeville Sketch Jim Jackson's Affinity 9993 Thomas A. 
Edison Pat'd." 

Daguerreotype FIC.2018.5 Miniature hinged frame with daguerreotype of a man in 
uniform 

Diagram FIC.2015.216 Elevation diagram for the Woodstock Railway, frame 31" high 
x 24.75" wide 

Diary FIC.2018.41 Diary / Account book, apparently written over an old copy 
book.  Creators seem to be at least 3 people, one of whom 
appears to be Jesse Woodward 

Dickey FIC.2015.108 Bobbinet dickey with high gathered collar - no structure, neck 
15", 3" high, fall 13.5" 
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Dickey FIC.2015.109 High-necked bobbinet dickey with subtle overall pattern, 
wiggly bones, whale bone at center back. 

Dickey FIC.2015.124 Bobbinet dickie 

Dickey FIC.2015.125 Dickie with heavy embroidery 

Dickey FIC.2015.126 Dickie with high collar 

Dickey FIC.2018.56 V-neck Net Cami-dickie Minus Edwardian Collar 

Dish NA.265 Souvenir plate - German, porcelain, white, gilded edge; depicts 
Woodstock Inn; made for J.B. Jones, Woodstock, VT; dish is 
cracked. 

Dish, Serving FIC.2017.16 There is a box of several silver-plated serving dishes and 
plates, none of which has a number, several of which are 
damaged. When the old Woodstock Inn was closed, some of 
their silver, etc. was auctioned off. Perhaps this is from the 
Inn. The casserole/soup bowls are the same as some later ones 
we have with "Woodstock Inn" marked on them. 

Doll AU.96.1 
L62.7.2 

Martha Jenks Chase doll, made in Pawtucket, RI. Head and 
limbs of stockenet, treated and painted with oils; rough stroked 
hair to provide texture; cloth body jointed at shoulders, hips, 
elbows and knees.  

Doll AU.96.10 Small china doll: china head; black molded hair; blue eyes, 
china hands and feet; brown molded shoes; marked with a "3" 
on the back of her neck; "flat top" hair style; dressed in blue & 
white cotton dress (very faded), white piping, new dress fitted 
bodice with deep shawl collar, long gathered sleeves; sawdust 
stuffed cloth body, stitched joints; German, maker unknown. 

Doll AU.96.11 Male china doll: molded blonde hair; blue painted eyes; kid 
body; individually stitched & wired fingers; wearing blue wool 
suit w/ short jacket; white grosgrain vest; white cotton shirt; 
black tie; silk flowers at lapel; hands restored; German, maker 
unknown.  

Doll AU.96.12 Bisque headed doll, blue paperweight eyes, blond human hair 
wig, open mouth with teeth; kid body with bisque forearms; 
jointed at shoulders, elbows, hips, knees; dressed in white 
cotton christening gown; French?; marked ""S11H / 949" 
under wig. 

Doll AU.96.13 Greiner doll: composition head; molded and painted hair and 
features; brown eyes; closed mouth; kid hands; mark of paper 
label on shoulder, made by Ludwig Greiner, Philadelphia, PA; 
dressed in red and green plaid silk dress - dress badly faded 
and deteriorated with green velvet trim at collar. 
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Doll AU.96.14 Doll: bisque head; fired brown eyes; golden brown human hair 
wig; kid body; bisque arms; molded eye brows; open mouth; 
stitched joints; wearing white dotted dress, red sailors cap 
marked "HMS Nile" and red sailor's jacket w/ brass buttons 
marked "Brighton"; Doll is marked "Mona" on back of head 

Doll AU.96.15 French Fashion Doll: doll dressed in grey taffeta skirt & top w/ 
blue trim & ivory fringe; bustle, cuirass bodice; pagoda 
sleeves; ivory satin bonnet w/ floral trim; bisque porcelain 
head; blonde mohair wig; fixed blue glass eyes; stationary 
head; cloth body; kid hands w/ individually stitched fingers; 
pierced ears w/ light blue glass bead earrings. Marked "E. 
Coudray / Paris (on medal around her neck). 

Doll AU.96.16 Possibly French Fashion Doll, maker unknown; bisque head; 
kid body; bisque hands; new blond mohair wig; grey glass 
inset eyes; dressed in black & white checked dress w/ lace 
standup collar; black buttons up front of dress; bustle; fitted 
bodice; green braided trim around cuffs and neck; black velvet 
drawstring handbag. 

Doll AU.96.17 Armand Marseille doll: grey glass inset eyes, open mouth, 
original reddish mohair wig, sleep eyes, kid body, jointed kid 
body, dressed in brown & white checked silk dress w/ velvet 
trim; dress badly deteriorated; wearing yellow felt hat w/ white 
silk flowers. Marked: "370. (mold #) / A.M. 710.DEP./Armand 
Marseille." 

Doll AU.96.18 Papier mache headed doll: cloth body; wooden hands; painted 
blue eyes; original reddish mohair wig; holding a music book; 
dressed in off-white cotton dress w/ buttons up front & lace 
edging at hem and sleeves; skirt has pulled seams for drapery 
effect; high heel kid boots. 

Doll AU.96.19 Bisque headed doll: closed mouth; blue sleep eyes; original 
blonde mohair wig; all kid body; jointed elbows & knees; 
probably French; dressed in white christening gown; baby doll 
type; one of set of twins (AU.96.26), crocheted booties, sleep 
eyes work, lacy front of dress has tears 

Doll AU.96.2 China headed doll (doll on left seated on dark green wooden 
chair); molded black hair in flat top hairdo; blue painted eyes; 
cloth body, hands & feet; wearing white patterned dress on 
brown background with red piping around waist, collar, and 
shoulders. 

Doll AU.96.20 Doll with china shoulder and head; molded black hair; slight 
pink tint; blue painted eyes; cloth body with kid arms; 
individually stitched fingers; dressed in ivory challis dress, 
ornamented with scattered roses and ivory, ivory silk satin 
bonnet, pink lace shawl, three petticoats, cotton pantaloons, 
red kid boots; probably German. 
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Doll AU.96.21 Doll: china shoulder head; blue painted eyes; black molded 
hair; cloth body, arms & legs: Jenny Lind type head; slight 
pink tint; individually stitched fingers; covered wagon hair 
style; dressed in brown taffeta dress with lace and gold trim 
(dress is badly shattered); brass pin at throat; lace mitts and 
socks, lace collar, lace bonnet (tattered); German. 

Doll AU.96.22 Large china doll: china head & shoulder; black molded hair; 
flesh tint; rare molded eyelids; lower lashes; exposed ears 
(very rare); cloth body; kid arms; cloth feet with kid boots; 
painted brown eyes; dressed in blue satin skirt with black lace 
trim, black velvet corset laced-up to white cotton shirt with 
gold buttons, hoop skirt, four petticoats, pantaloons, blue 
velvet bonnet with lace. 

Doll AU.96.23 Doll: black haired male china doll, china hands and feet; green 
painted boots; dressed in brown velvet suit with knickers, 
white shirt front, brown lace collar; probably a doll house doll; 
probably German, maker unknown. 

Doll AU.96.24 Blond china doll: china hands and feet, blue eyes, pink cheeks; 
body all cloth; dressed in brown patterned cotton dress with 
cord belt; probably a doll house doll; probably German, maker 
unknown. 

Doll AU.96.25 Doll: wax over composition head, glued on blond human hair, 
molded white brown & blue hat; black (all pupil) glass inset 
eyes; straw-filled cloth body; painted wooden hands; wooden 
carved boots, painted blue; dressed in brown, black, and white 
silk taffeta two-tiered dress with blue bows at shoulders; called 
a "Bonnet Doll" because of molded hat, cheaply made and 
mass produced for the general public; probably German. 

Doll AU.96.26 Doll: bisque head with original blonde mohair wig; closed 
mouth; sleep eyes fixed open during repair; all kid body; 
jointed elbows and knees; dressed in white christening gown; 
crocheted booties, one of a set of twins (AU.96.19); baby doll 
type; probably French. 

Doll AU.96.27 Tiny baby doll sitting in carriage; dressed in christening type 
gown with lace edging; composition body; open mouth; blue 
painted eyes; maker unknown; marked "Made in Japan" on 
back. 

Doll AU.96.28 Doll: large flat-top china doll; china head, cloth body; blue 
painted eyes; kid arms; cloth feet; dressed in green and gold 
check silk dress, glass beaded necklace; brown cloth bonnet 
with white ties, red kid shoes, hoop skirt, bustle - deteriorating; 
probably German. 

Doll AU.96.29 Doll: papier-mache head; all pupil black glass inset eyes; body 
of cloth; feet of cloth; arms of kid; dressed in green and white 
patterned cotton dress, black kid boots; made in Germany. 
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Doll AU.96.3 China head and shoulder doll; cloth body; kid arms; cloth feet; 
black molded hair; molded eyelids; exposed ears; slight pink 
tint to glaze; brown painted eyes; covered wagon hairdo; feet 
of cloth; dressed in an off-white cotton off-the-shoulder dress 
in brown & white pattern with tan wool trim; shoulder broken, 
dress torn; German, maker unknown. 

Doll AU.96.30 Doll: wax over papier mache head; all pupil glass inset eyes; 
cloth body; kid arms; blonde human hair wig in sausage curls 
attached by central groove down middle of skull, cloth feet; 
dressed in white cotton dress with 3/4 length, shawl collar, 
cotton underskirts, red boots; probably German, maker 
unknown. 

Doll AU.96.31 Doll: china head; black molded "common brow" hair style; 
painted blue eyes; cloth body; Doll with china hands & feet; 
dressed in red, black, and green wool patterned dress with 
black velvet trim, two white cotton petticoats, cotton 
pantaloons, painted orange boots; one foot is broken. German, 
maker unknown. 

Doll AU.96.32A Small doll, metal head and shoulder on cloth body; bisque 
arms, china feet; blue painted eyes; molded blonde hair; 
dressed in faded red and green plaid dress with green taffeta 
bodice and plaid jacket; jacket and skirt have black velvet trim 
and green taffeta bonnet has black velvet trim and feathers. 
"Made in Germany" marked on back of shoulder plate. 
Probably made by Buschow and Beck (Minerva). 

Doll AU.96.33 Doll: papier-mache head, inset black all pupil eyes, open 
mouth, exposed teeth, painted hair, kid body, kid hands and 
feet, originally had nailed-on wig (now missing); dressed in 
green dress with white designs, lace collar, heavily pleated 
skirt, bodice and sleeves. Made in France. 

Doll AU.96.4 Bisque headed doll (middle doll at table seated on varnished 
wooden chair w/ black striping & painted flowers): molded 
blonde hair; inset blue glass eyes; cloth body; painted 
eyelashes; Doll dressed in gold & tan silk w/ black velvet trim; 
so-called Parian type doll; probably German, maker unknown. 

Doll AU.96.5 Small china doll: blue painted eyes; blacked molded "flat top" 
hair style; old cloth body; china hands & feet; dressed in blue 
& white print cotton off-the-shoulder dress (modern) with light 
blue trim around sleeves, waist, collar; white cotton petticoat 
and pantaloons; seated on black wooden chair trimmed in red; 
German, maker unknown. 

Doll AU.96.6 China doll: painted blue eyes; black molded hair in common 
brow hairstyle; china hands and feet; wine colored wool dress 
now faded to brown, pleated with purple bow at side; 6 glass 
& gold buttons down front; brown molded boots; beige velvet 
hat on lap; German, maker unknown. 
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Doll AU.96.7 Bisque bride doll: blue inset eyes; bisque head; kid body, 
hands and feet; cloth body; blond mohair wig; swivel and 
hollow head; dressed in white silk dress, veil, ivory and silk 
fan with rosebuds. French, maker unknown, possibly a Fashion 
Doll. 

Doll FIC.2015.218 Small bisque-headed doll with red satin cap, lace bodice and 
taffeta skirt, bloomers, black boots, 9.25" tall 

Doll FIC.2018.4 Wax doll, blue eyes, white dress, pink lace ribbon, straw hat, 
polka dot stockings, black leather shoes 

Doll NA.227 A&B Two Jointed Dolls. 1 doll with blond hair, 11.5" tall; 1 doll 
with black hair, 10.5" tall; Joel Ellis-style doll, likely made in 
Springfield, VT 

Drawing FIC.2016.111 "Drawing of Lake Champlain Sidewheel Boat 
1776 Vermont Bicentennial 1876 Transportation System 1976" 

Drawing FIC.2016.118 Framed drawing of the California Clipper Ship Frederick 
Billings 

Drawing FIC.2016.120 Charcoal drawing on paper with linen mounting, of a young 
man, unframed 

Drawing FIC.2017. 
40.18 

Drawing of the Woodstock Inn eagle 

Dress AU.45.1 Child's cotton print dress, pink and red with white piping, belt, 
white covered buttons. 

Dress AU.55.1 White cotton dress with embroidered inset at low waist, 
embroidered cuffs. 

Dress AU.57.1 White handkerchief linen child's dress, lace yoke and cuffs, 
tatted hem. 

Dress AU.58.1 White handkerchief linen child's dress, embroidered and lace-
trimmed yoke, long puff sleeves, linen with vertical banding. 

Dress AU.64.1 Long white cotton dress, plaid weave, high lace trimmed 
collar, lace trimmed cuffs. 

Dress AU.65.1 White cotton child's gown with embroidered yoke, concealed 
buttons, high eyelet embroidered collar. 

Dress AU.66.1 White cotton dress, birdseye weave, eyelet embroidery trim at 
yoke and sleeves, back buttons. 

Dress FIC.2014.11 Dress of plum, lavender and white printed cotton voile in floral 
pattern; shirred bodice front. 

Dress FIC.2014.12 Ivory satin ball gown, padded hem 
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Dress FIC.2014.13 White organdy dress with rows of tucking on skirt; bodice and 
bishop sleeves contain lace inserts and trim; white silk belt 
with bow and long sashes; stains; Note: bodice front (buttons) 
has been sewn on to the skirt back, skirt longer in back, belt 
bow belongs in back. 

Dress FIC.2014.16 Rosebud print voile dress, in pieces, labeled: "Eames 723 
Boylston St. Boston" 

Dress FIC.2014.19 Damask dress with floral motif 

Dress FIC.2014.21 Infant's long dress made of medium weight white linen. Entire 
dress consists of alternating bands of tucking and embroidery 

Dress FIC.2014.35 Child's brown, plaid dress,1880's 

Dress FIC.2014.36 Child's navy dress 

Dress FIC.2014.37 Baby dress with rickrack 

Dress FIC.2014.4 Woman's 2 piece dress (bodice & skirt); made of black and 
gold brocaded shot silk taffeta, with gold satin center front 
bodice panel and black satin sash stitched to waist; bodice 
trimmed with black jet trim; stand collar covered with ecru 
satin and black jet. Skirt has been removed from original waist 
band and needs to be returned to original size to match bodice 
waist. 

Dress FIC.2014.40 Child's dress white with blue ruffle 

Dress FIC.2014.43 Textured infant dress 

Dress FIC.2014.44 Infant's long dress 

Dress FIC.2014.45 Child's blue wool dress, black trim 

Dress FIC.2014.46 Child's blue-lilac leaf print dress 

Dress FIC.2014.47 Child's purple and white cotton dress front 

Dress FIC.2014.49 Pink child's dress with red dots 

Dress FIC.2014.5 Black dress with printed purple flowers, white val lace at neck; 
black val lace at cuffs. 
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Dress FIC.2014.6 Two piece dress made of forest green wool with woven zig-
zag pattern in black; bodice trimmed with black velvet ribbon; 
bodice lapels and collar made of black and white figured silk. 

Dress FIC.2017.46 Child's dress, brown, white print, double ruffle sleeves 

Dress FIC.2019.10 Plum printed wool challis dress with slight rib to the weave. 
Printed with lavender and forest green buds. Bishop sleeves 
trimmed with black velvet ribbon at wrists and on upper 
sleeve. Center front hook and eye closure; excellent condition. 

Dress FIC.2019.11 Simple black dress with satin striped capelet, poor condition 

Dress FIC.2019.12 Pale blue georgette shift with capelet, gathered flounce on 
skirt, scalloped hem, higher in front, damage at underarm 

Dress FIC.2019.13 Two-piece brown wool dress velvet collar satin band 

Dress FIC.2019.14 Pink silk gauze dress, gathered at shoulders and waist with 
gathered and tucked skirt. Looks as if an 1840's dress was 
remade into an 18th c. style party costume. 

Dress FIC.2019.15 Navy knit dress 

Dress FIC.2019.17 Mauve brocaded floral silk dress. Large ecru lace collar 
extends around neck to hem front. Center front bodice panel 
made of grey chiffon. Sash around dropped waist with two 
rosettes center front; good condition. 

Dress FIC.2019.18.1 Linen lingerie dress 

Dress FIC.2019.18.2 Linen lingerie dress 

Dress FIC.2019.18.3 White linen lingerie dress, heavy embroidery on bodice, lace 
insertion & vertical tucks on skirt, crocheted buttons up back, 
large size, some stains 

Dress FIC.2019.18.4 Linen lingerie dress 

Dress  FIC.2019.19.1 From a wedding party 

Dress FIC.2019.19.2 From a wedding party 

Dress FIC.2019.19.3 From a wedding party 

Dress FIC.2019.19.4 From a wedding party 
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Dress FIC.2019.8 Dress of purple shot silk taffeta, skirt sections faded and 
spotted, poor condition 

Dress FIC.2019.9 Two-piece dress of blue and brown woven plain on brown 
satin ground, with fringed bretelles and long sleeves; front of 
dress has faded greatly compared to the back. 

Dress L46.4.1 Silk dress, 150 years old 

Dress NA.183 Two piece lavender dress 

Dress NA.185 Child's muslin dress, lace insertion, low waist 

Dress NA.334 Green silk faille 2-piece visiting dress, skirt trimmed with 
black silk lace, horizontal tucks across skirt front, 
asymmetrical draping on skirt.  

Dress, Wedding FIC.2014.23 Beige silk faille dress with self ruching at neck and edge of 
pagoda sleeves; possibly a wedding dress; missing neck insert 
and undersleeves. 

Dress, Wedding FIC.2019.16 Wedding dress, satin, long sleeve, long train 

Dress, Wedding L2019.2 Murano lace gown, satin striped two piece wedding dress, 
cream gauze with ?? lace ruching on bodice, beads on sleeves; 
excellent condition; "Loroen"/ 210 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 
Ills." 
Loaned by Mrs. H. D. Hodgkinson a long time ago, but not 
entered into Past Perfect until 2019. 

Dress, Wedding L75.1.1 Brown taffeta and chiffon wedding dress, includes skirt, 
bodice, separate waistband, inner bodice, and corset; bodice 
decorated at neck and cuffs with cream colored hand-crocheted 
lace and brown covered buttons; ruching at collar; cording on 
bodice and skirt; 2 rows of tiny pleats around hem of skirt; 
corset is heavy cotton (white) with whalebone stays, decorated 
with lace and ribbon trim. "B. Altman and Co." Made in 
France? Dress worn by Edith Ross Parker at her wedding to 
Edward Paraday Weston on May 10, 1906 at noon.  

Drum L65.2.2 Painted trap drum with drumsticks and belt, used by lender's 
great-uncle Henry Mower Cobb, who was a member of the 
Woodstock Infantry in the 1830s. Written inside the drum: "I 
bought this drum of Daniel Lake(?) of South Woodstock in 
June 1826. Henry M. Cobb, Woodstock, Vermont." In larger 
red letters: "June 1826/ Henry M. Cobb." Drum is painted on 
the side: eagle on a blue starry background inside a sunburst.  
The two drumsticks are in a red cloth case.  

Duster NA.182 Early twentieth century linen duster 
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Earring FIC.2015.58B Pair of earrings (along with brooch FIC.2015.58A) on vermeil 
with pearls and garnets; earrings round with vermeil with five 
hanging chains, 1.75" long 

Earring FIC.2015.60 Single pierced earring, gold, oval shape, beaded edge with 
coral center stone ball, .5" long 

Earring FIC.2015.65 Gold pierced earrings, French ear wires, dangles with rectangle 
at top, connected to 3D oval, connected to flat oval, with black 
clovers and fleur-de-lis; 1.5" long 

Earring FIC.2015.66 Gold pierced earrings with ear wires, small teardrop at top 
with gold dangle with blue enamel fleur-de-lis, less than 1" top 
to bottom 

Earring FIC.2015.70 Pair of gold-tone earrings, pierced; leaf pattern on top, oval 
center with ball with 5 balled dangles, 2.25" long; note says 
gift of Mrs. John Mayer. Matching pin is FIC.2015.69 

Earring FIC.2015.78 Pink dangle clip-on earrings, large ball on top, 3 small balls 
and long oval piece dangling, 2" long 

Earring FIC.2015.84 One gold earring, pierced ear, wire at right angles, tiny ruby in 
center of flower design, .25" across 

Earring FIC.2015.85 One pearl earring with dangles above pearl and one below; 2" 
long, not on ear wire, "chandelier" type, dangles from pyramid, 
gold-tone 

Earring FIC.2018.119 Pearl clip-on earrings, teardrop shape, and 1 spare pearl that 
came off top of earring. 

Earring FIC.2018.120 Oval clip-on earrings, onyx(?) center with pearls, tiny pearls 
around outside and in center with 5 pearled dangles 

Earring FIC.2018.121 Pair of long dangle earrings, possibly marcasite, small stones, 
earring gets wider as it goes further down, faceted stones - 
sparkly. 3" long 

Earring FIC.2018.70 Screw back cameo earrings, .75" long x .625" across, gold tone 
metal, woman's profile (not identical) 

Earring FIC.2018.85 Tiny gold-tone pierced earrings, circle design .375", earring 
.5" long 

Earring FIC.2018.87 French ear wires, gold-tone small leaf earrings, 1" long 
including ear wire, 1 ear wire is broken off 

Embroidery FIC.2016.90 Rectangular piece with a cross printed on it for embroidery; 
embroidered greenery around the cross, embroidered "gold" 
beads attached above the cross. Separate hand-written page 
“Results of Assays…Boston, 9th Feby 1864.” 

Etching AU.95.1 Etching: "The White Cupboard Inn" by George T. Plowman. 
Inscribed and signed: l.l. 1/35; l.c. George T. Plowman; l.r. 
(symbol). 
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Etching AU.95.2 Etching: "View of the Ottaquechee River" (?) by George T. 
Plowman. Inscribed and signed in pencil: l.l. 35/35, l.c. George 
T. Plowman, l.r. (symbol) 
Card for AU.95.2 says it is of a River, but says print 23/35, so 
not sure if this is the correct AU.95.2 

Etching AU.95.3 Etching "Long Hill, Woodstock, Vermont" by George T. 
Plowman. Inscribed and signed in pencil: l.l. 28/35; l.c. George 
T. Plowman; l.r. (symbol). 

Etching FIC.2016.112 Print of a colored etching of Gettysburg Battlefield 

Etching FIC.2017.10 Etching of Long Hill by George T. Plowman 

Etching FIC.2017.11 Etching of a Covered Bridge by George T. Plowman 

Etching FIC.2017.9 Etching by George T. Plowman, White Cupboard Inn 

Fabric AU.35.1 Large piece of heavy, white fabric, with eyelet embroidery 
decoration. Scalloped hem. 

Fan, Hand AU.91.6A Black silk hand screen, oval, with embroidered daisies, black 
lace ruffle at edge and bow; plain satin back leaf; guard - 
bamboo stick 

Fan, Hand AU.91.6B Black silk hand screen, trapezoid, embroidered with 
goldenrod, black lace ruffle; plain satin back leaf; guard - 
bamboo stick. 

Fan, Hand FIC.2015.34 Wedding fan, organza with lace edge; white & silver painted 
trim on one side, carved inset ivory ribs (some insets missing); 
silver sequins, 8" 

Fan, Hand FIC.2016.91 Small fan, guards 4" long, yellow, cut-outs at the ends of the 
sticks, string holding the sticks together has unraveled 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.123 Cream taffeta fan; front leaf - plain cream satin; back leaf - silk 
lining 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.125 White paper fan; front leaf - white with silver edge, delicate 
floral, Japanese mother and children; back leaf - paper lining 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.126 Sheer white plastic fan; front leaf - painted glitter flower 
outlines, glitter edge; back leaf - no lining 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.127 Brise fan; front leaf - very intricate overall oriental design, 
white ribbon; back leaf - same 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.131 Black taffeta fan; front leaf - black moire taffeta; back leaf - 
black taffeta 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.132 Black taffeta fan; front leaf - central design white painted 
flowers and darker leaves; back leaf - black coarse lining 
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Fan, Hand FIC.2018.133 Black silk-covered paper fan; guards - wood, braided cord trim 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.134 Ecru satin fan; front leaf - painted thistle plats - pink/lavender, 
greens; back leaf - ecru satin lining 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.135 Paper fan; front leaf - appliqued paper with hand-painted 19th 
century genre scenes; back leaf - printed silver gazebos, vines 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.136 White paper fan; front leaf - white paper with purple asters, 
green/silver abstracts; back leaf - plain paper lining 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.138 Silk fan with painted scene; front leaf - 2 women and a couple 
in a garden, 18th c. dress; back leaf - monochrome folderoll 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.139 Painted paper fan; front leaf - small white and grey blossoms 
on cream; back leaf - plain paper lining painted cream 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.140 Black cloth fan; front leaf - classical figure in white with 
hollyhocks and tree branches; back leaf - black cloth lining 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.141 Spattered paper fan; front leaf - black heavily spattered with 
bronze, copper, gold; back leaf - black heavily spattered with 
bronze, copper, gold 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.142 Paper Duvelleroy advertising fan; front leaf - genre scene 
printed - 3 figures, butterfly, lace, lambs; back leaf - yellowed 
paper, border 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.143 Flat straw rectangle fan; front leaf - basketweave painted - sail 
boats, rocky shore, bush with pink flowers; back leaf - plain 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.144 Rattan fan; front leaf - round woven rattan fan, radiating from 
center; back leaf - same 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.145 Banana leaf (?) fan; front - large leaf pleated into center, cane 
stay; back leaf - raw edges of leaf 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.146 Banana leaf (?) fan; front - large leaf pleated into center, cane 
stay; back - raw edges of leaf, 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.147 Rush fan; front leaf - natural rush with teal and purple, wedge-
shaped; no guard 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.148 Elephant grass (?) fan; front leaf - pink and natural grass 
woven in stripes, wedge shape with offset handle; back leaf – 
same 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.149 Stretched silk fan; front leaf - painted gauze with flowers, 
bees, 3/16" bias binding tiny print; back leaf - plain stretched 
silk 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.150 Matted grass fan; front leaf - matted grass rounded wedge; 
back leaf – same 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.151 Reed fan; front leaf - woven reed wedge, natural with red 
stripes; back leaf – same 
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Fan, Hand FIC.2018.152 Rattan fan; front leaf - rattan woven palm fan with fancy 
weaving; back leaf - same 

Fan, Hand FIC.2018.153 Organza fan, oriental pattern, cascades of cherry blossoms, one 
bird, shaped like lotus leaf; no lining 

Feeder, Chicken FIC.2017.25 Metal chicken feeder 

Fender NA.374 Fireplace fender, metal - brass, 36" long, by 10" deep. 

Fichu FIC.2015.128 Fichu, embroidered bobbinet. slv tabs 

Fireset FIC.2016.80 Wrought iron fireset: andirons, shovel, poker, tongs 

Fireset NA.273 Fireplace set: andirons, fire tongs, and coal shovel. We also 
added a similar pair of tongs that had been in the attic (not 
labeled). 

Flute AU.91.5 Flute made of boxwood with ivory trim; made by Clementi & 
Co. of London. 

Form, Dress FIC.2018.63 Skirt Form: willow, for long skirts with bustles. 

Fountain, Water FIC.2017.39 Two gargoyles and a horse trough from the Mackenzie 
fountain which used to stand at the intersection of Elm and 
Central Streets in Woodstock 

Furnishing, 
Dollhouse 

L58.4.7 Doll house set 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.21 Doll's cradle, painted red, written on bottom: "Made by Erastus 
Pelton and given to Ruth Houghton one Christmas, 
Woodstock, VT" 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.22 Doll's rope bed, American, pine, simple arched headboard, 
squared rails, hand-chamfered posts, rails drilled and strung 
with heavy carpet thread 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.23 Doll's four poster bed, heavy square rails, tall turned posts, 
turned pegged feet, six slats 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.24 Doll's bed, seven slats, head and foot boards are the same 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.29 Doll's chair - Windsor style, ash and pine, painted green with 
gold striping 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.30 Doll's chair - Windsor style, ash and pine, turned legs, plank 
seat, turned stretchers 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.31 Doll's chair - yellow wicker 
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Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.34 Doll's miniature desk, late 19th or early 20th century 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.36 Miniature brown Windsor chair, 20th century, American, pine, 
stained dark walnut brown 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.37 Miniature wooden chair with rush seat 

Furniture, Doll FIC.2018.38 Miniature game table and four chairs, wood, "M" painted on 
each chair 

Furniture, Doll L58.3.4 Doll’s bureau 

Furniture, Doll L58.4.1 Commode set (doll’s) 

Game L58.4.3 Table croquet set for six - pine box, colored lithographed label 
on lid; box contains: six colored-coded mallets & balls, 
multicolored goal post, quality of wire wickets with lead feet; 
several clamps to hold down felt table cover; box reads: "Fine 
Table Croquet." 

Gameboard FIC.2016.2 Gameboard (a) and playing pieces (b) for the game of 
"Crispino," published by Claxton Remson & Heffelfinger, c. 
1873 

Gavel FIC.2016.60 Wooden gavel, found in a drawer which had other items from 
the DAR, but no tag and not on DAR list 

Gazetteer L49.8.9 Gazetteer of the Heavens 

Glass, Drinking FIC.2016.19 Five drinking glasses – clear glass with gold trim around top 
and base: two champagne glasses, 1 wine glass, 2 juice glasses 

Glove FIC.2014.56 Deux Medailles d'Or Alexandre long gloves 

Glove FIC.2014.59 Long kid gloves, no labels, cream with matching thread and 
buttons, three small flat pearl buttons 

Glove FIC.2014.64 Men's pull-on silk gloves 

Glove FIC.2015.149 Men's white kid gloves, 1 large flat pearl button, size 8, 
"FOWNES/ Egmont" 

Gown AU.48.1 White cotton gown, rick-rack trim at sleeves, drawstring yoke. 

Gown AU.49.1 White cotton gown, crocheted trim at sleeves, drawstring yoke. 

Gown AU.52.1 White cotton gown, crocheted trim at shoulders and sleeves, 
drawstring yoke. 
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Gown AU.53.1 White cotton dress, feathered stitching on yoke, vertical ribbed 
weave, high embroidered collar, featherstitched and 
embroidered cuffs 

Gown AU.59.1 Long child's gown embroidered at yoke and sleeves 

Gown AU.63.1 Child's long white cotton dress, embroidered v-yoke, sleeves, 
embroidered inset near hem. 

Gown AU.70.1 Long white birdseye weave gown with rickrack trim and lace 
edging, drawstring waist. 

Gown, Tea FIC.2014.20 Embroidered tea gown 

Gown, Tea FIC.2014.22 Tea dress 

Guestbook FIC.2017.37 White Cupboard guest book, 1919-1925 

Hairpin FIC.2014.65 2 hairpins 

Hairpin FIC.2014.69 Blonde hairpin 

Hairpin FIC.2014.70 Carved twisted hair pin on display 

Hairpin FIC.2014.76 Plain blonde hairpin 

Hairpin FIC.2014.78 Pair of gold hair pins 

Hairpin FIC.2015.194 Brown hairpin 

Hairpin FIC.2018.83 Four hairpins, gold-tone, spiral twist design on sides 

Hairpin NA.161 Metal hair pin, gold filigree, 7 fan shape. 

Hairpin NA.164 Hair pin, mottled celluloid. 7" long x 1.25" wide 

Handkerchief FIC.2014.80 Handkerchief with pink perle cotton edging 9.5 sq 

Handkerchief FIC.2014.82 Handkerchief 

Handkerchief FIC.2014.83 Round handkerchief 
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Handkerchief FIC.2014.85 Handkerchief 

Handkerchief FIC.2014.86 Handkerchief2 

Handkerchief FIC.2014.87 Handkerchief3 

Handkerchief FIC.2014.88 Handkerchief4 

Handkerchief FIC.2014.89 Handkerchief5 

Hat FIC.2015.41 Hat is listed in Rachel's photos as 72.12.3, but that number is 
not in the Accession Binder. Maybe 1890s. 

Hat FIC.2015.46 McCreery and Company (Pittsburgh) point de sprit covered hat 

Hat FIC.2016. 
102.1 

Beige cotton military hat cover 

Hat FIC.2016. 
102.2 

Drab green twill envelope hat with silver leaf, Lt. Col. & 
Marine pin 

Hat FIC.2016. 
102.3 

Green wool envelope hat with silver bar, 1st Lt and Marine 
pin; torn-right 

Hat FIC.2016. 
102.4 

Green officer hat with braid "A.F. Goat co 'A'" Marines, green 
frame; "Jos. A. Wilner & Co., Custom Tailors, Cor. 8th and G 
Sts. N.W., Washington, D.C." 

Hat FIC.2016. 
102.7 

Navy officer's hat AF Goat 

Hat FIC.2016. 
102.8 

Tan cotton military envelope hat with red trim; US Marines 
patch 

Hat FIC.2016. 
102.9 

White cotton military hat cover, for officer frame, size 8 

Hat FIC.2016.104 Egret plume on comb 

Hat FIC.2016.22 Black net shallow hat 

Hat FIC.2016.24 FIC flat mourning hat - Mme Le Basch 

Hat FIC.2016.31 Black velvet hat with rhinestone trim-aigrette 
This was from Gina?  

Hat FIC.2016.37 Loden green Tyrolean hat 
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Hat FIC.2016.41 WAVES hat 

Hat, Cloche FIC.2016.33 Cream straw folded cloche hat 

Hatbox FIC.2014.90 Hatbox labeled Neiman Marcus 

Hatbox FIC.2016.113 Round hatbox, white cardboard with gold-edged lid "beltone 
hats New York" 

Hatbox FIC.2016.114 Hatbox - beige background, green, ivory and orange print; 
rounded rectangle, border on edge of top, bottom of box 

Hatbox FIC.2016.127 Second Bergdorf hatbox: lavender stippled paper, with purple 
motif and purple twill strings 

Hatbox FIC.2016.32 Bonwit Teller box, square, brown cardboard with grey logo 

Hatbox FIC.2017.12 Hatbox with palm trees 

Hatchet L49.8.4 Loan number L49.8.4 is listed as a "shingle shaver and maul". 
The number is marked on the object. 

Hatpin NA.152.1 Hatpin with brass daisies    

Hatpin NA.152.10 Hatpins with blue balls on chains, one of a pair 

Hatpin NA.152.11 Hatpins with blue balls on chains, one of a pair      

Hatpin NA.152.12 Hatpin with huge pearl with filigree, 4.25 inch, dangling pearl, 
one of a pair 

Hatpin NA.152.13 Hatpin with huge pearl with filigree, 4.25 inch, dangling pearl, 
one of a pair 

Hatpin NA.152.14 Black chandelier hatpin 2.75 inches long, one of a pair 

Hatpin NA.152.15 Black chandelier hatpin 2.75 inches long, one of a pair 

Hatpin NA.152.16 Hat Pin Pale Green Translucent 7.5 In    

Hatpin NA.152.2 Hatpin with twisted glass 

Hatpin NA.152.3 Pale blue facetted glass hatpin, 8.75" 
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Hatpin NA.152.4 Hatpin with swastika   

Hatpin NA.152.5 Amber glass turban hatpin   

Hatpin NA.152.6 Blue sea pearl hatpin in calyx of bronze 

Hatpin NA.152.7 Twisted gold top hatpin 

Hatpin NA.152.8 Hatpin with coarse sea pearl and crystal inset 

Hatpin NA.152.9 Hatpin with purple button on top     

Helmet, 
Military 

NA.241 Civil War helmet (probably post-war); inside label reads: 
"From W. Stokes Kirk,/ Dealer In/ Government Goods/ 
General Merchandise &c./ Philadelphia, PA" 

Holder, 
Flagpole 

NA.143 Wooden 3 hole flag stand; higher in center; from Dana 
Emmons.  

Hook FIC.04.01.40  
A-H 

Eight hooks to hang pots by the fire; all but one original to 
Dana House. One (A) is a trammel, to be able to change the 
height from which the pot hangs. One allows hanging of 
multiple pots. No note about which "one" is not original to the 
Dana House. 

A. Trammel                     E. Hook 14″ H, 8.5″ W 
B. Hook 14″ long            F. Hook 9.25″ long   
C. Hook 10.25″ long       G. Hook 23.75″ long 
D. Hook 6″ long              H. Hook 23.25″ long″ 

Hook FIC.2016.92 2 iron hooks, A. 6.5" long; B. 7.75" long 

Instrument, 
Surgical 

NA.249 Four medical instruments. "Scissors" stamped with a triangle 
and "35". 

Iron FIC.2018.66 Iron, no readable markings. 

Iron and 
soapstone 

FIC.2018.65 Charcoal iron on a rectangular block of soapstone (65B). 

Iron, Curling FIC.2015.167 Curling iron 

Iron, Rosette FIC.04.01.36 Rosette iron - double shaft handle; used with stiff dough rather 
than the moist pancake batter of today. 

Jabot FIC.2015.107 Jabot - embroidered bobbinet stand collar and fall, 8.5" with 
border design 
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Jacket FIC.2014.50 Linen jacket 19teens 

Jacket FIC.2014.8 Wine velvet jacket trimmed with black wide flat woven braid 
and black soutash lined grey silk satin. 

Jacket FIC.2015.144 Barn jacket 

Jacket, Dolman FIC.2014.14 Woman's dolman (cape/coat); dark green wool heavily 
embroidered with tan and red cord; edges trimmed with heavy 
twisted cord tassels terminating in black tear-drop balls; 7 
button center front closure; stand collar with hook & eye 
closure; lined with black silk with black Petersham waist tape. 

Jar, Apothecary FIC.2018.52 Clear glass bottle with plastic screw top; label on front says: 
"Woodstock Pharmacy/ Woodstock, VT/ Morgans Lotion." 

Jar, Apothecary FIC.2018.53 Glass jar with screw top, labeled "ALUM." 

Jewelry FIC.2018.71 Four piece set of Czechoslovakian garnet jewelry: 
bracelet, one link broken off, 7 links, 8.75" long, safety catch; 
Czechoslovakia imprinted 
ring, .75" round, probably gold 
1 large pin, 2.75" long x 1.5" wide, Czechoslovakia imprinted 
1 small pin, 1.75" long x 1" wide 

Jewelry FIC.2018.88 Miscellaneous broken pieces of jewelry, including earwire, a 
couple of pendants, etc. 

Jug NA.372 Jug with stopper, marked "2 Gal", but no other markings, 13" 
high. 

Kettle L49.8.21 Brass kettle 

Kettle L53.3.1 Iron kettle 

Key FIC.2015.164 Keys, maybe? Lock picking tools? 

Key FIC.2015.73 Key 

Knife, Fork & 
Spoon, Military 

NA.242 A&B Military knife (242A) - part of set with spoon and fork (spork, 
242B) that fasten together. Marked on blade "Ulster Knife Co., 
NY".  

Knife, Hay NA.305 Hay knife - blade painted red and black, 35" long, with two 
wooden handles 4" long at right angles. There are two other 
hay knives in the collection, 61.7.3 and 68.32.12 but they're 
described as a heavy steel blade set at right angles to a turned 
wooden handle, and the handles respectively are 14.5" and 
16.5" long. We have not yet found these two objects. 
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Knife, Pocket L63.3.3 Sheffield steel folding pocket knife, stamped "For New 
England Whaler - Waltham". Picked up in Rowley, MA, by 
the lender's grandfather when he was 12 years old. 

Knitting sample FIC.2016.67 Sample of knitting with unbleached wool 

Label FIC.2016.89 Small label: "B. B. Fenstermaker/ 24 Michigan Avenue/ 
Lancaster, PA." 

Label, Product NA.246 Label printed "Eaton and Fairbanks, Manufacturers and 
Dealers in Coach, Gig, Chaise, Buggy, and Stage Harnesses; 
Patent Leather and Carriage Trimmings; Valises, and Trunks; 
Saddlery, Hardware, &c., &c., Woodstock, Vt" 

Lace FIC.2014.52 Piece of lace, 4.5 wide x 39, finished on 23 edges 

Lace FIC.2018.58 Ivory Lace 2 in X 26 In 

Lace FIC.2018.59 Heavy Black Lace 5 in X 54 in 

Lace FIC.2018.60 Ivory Rosepoint Lace, 2 pieces 

Lace FIC.2018.61 Ivory Lace 2.5 x 27 In   

Lamp FIC.2016.54 Brass columnar base for a lamp, the lighting portion at the top 
is broken off and missing, 14" high, never electrified 

Lamp L53.9.2 Glass lamp 

Lamp, Astral AU.92.3 Astral lamp with brass column, original etched glass font and 
shade. Wick wheel stamped "P&A Harvard." 

Lamp, Gas NA.167 Gas bracket lamp, domed wall mount, ornamented shaft, single 
burner, blown and frosted glass shade; installed in the Dana 
house during the late 19th century; never converted to 
electricity. 

Lamp, 
Kerosene 

NA.170 Lamp with clear glass chimney, milk white glass shade, white 
base. 16" tall, base 3.5" x 3.5" 

Lantern L49.8.5 Lantern 

Letter AU.90.1 Handwritten letter from General William T. Sherman to Mrs. 
Charles Dana, Jr. telling her the whereabouts of her brother. 
Written in the field, Nov. 10, 1862 

Letter AU.90.2 Handwritten letter from Charles Loomis to his sister Charitie 
Scott Loomis Dana. Dated Nov. 26, 1862 from Memphis and 
describes his wound. 
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Letter AU.90.3 Handwritten letter from Charles Loomis to his sister dated 
Dec.7, 1862. Written from Wyatic, Miss. 

Letter AU.90.4 Handwritten letter from Charles Loomis to his sister dated Jan. 
7, 1863, "In sight of Vicksburg." Describes conditions and 
problems. "If I live, I will talk." 

Letter AU.90.6 A letter from Martin Chittenden, son of Thomas Chittenden, 
accepting the task of doing the "enumeration" of Chittenden 
County, but asking for more money because of the poor 
condition of the roads. 

Letter NA.258 Letter (1855) signed by Stephen Douglas requesting additional 
prints of likeness portrayed within the frame.  Douglas was 
born in Brandon, Vermont, apprenticed himself to a furniture 
maker, attended Middlebury College, then went west.  In the 
1850s he delivered an address at Middlebury College stating 
(paraphrased) that Vermont is a fine place to be born, provided 
one emigrates at an early age.   

Light, Pendant NA.141 
04.01.19 

Hanging lamp with blown glass shade and shield; brass 
mounts; pumpkin shaped lamp; originally used with a single 
candle; now converted to electricity 

Lithograph FIC.2015.38 Small Framed Chrome Lithograph. This pasteboard panel in 
rustic style, walnut frame with applied leaves at corner is 
entitled "City Life". A sentimental view of two dogs after a 
painting by deDos was published by Louis Prang in Boston, 
ca1860.  

Lithograph NA.276 Panoramic View of Woodstock from Mt. Tom, 1857 
Original lithograph by L.H. Bradford & Co. of Boston, MA 
from a sketch by Henry P. Moore. 

Locket FIC.2015.75 Locket, initials AP or PA on the front, 1889 - 1924 on back. 

Lorgnette FIC.2015.195 Metal lorgnette, monogrammed LSF on silver chain with heart 

Machine, Apple 
Paring 

L46.3.3 Apple paring machine 

Machine, 
Pleating 

L46.3.8 Pleating machine, wooden board with moveable wires 

Machine, 
Sewing 

FIC.2017.23 Old metal hand-cranked sewing machine; markings: "9581/ 
Manuf'd by the/ Gold Medal/ S M Co." Underneath, another 
mark: "L.L. Davis". No decoration. Corroded 

Mailbag FIC.2017.22 Mailbag labeled: "Dana/ Woodstock Vt" 

Map AU.94.4 Map of New England published by Thomas Jefferys in London 
1774. This type of map was used by British officers during the 
Revolutionary War. In a black wooden frame. 
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Map L73.2.1 "Complete Map of Vermont showing Highways and Natural 
Features" 

Masher, Potato FIC.04.01.28 Potato masher - block with shaft handle. 
 

Matchbox FIC.2018.12 Matchbox - "The Woodstock Inn & Resort, Woodstock, 
Vermont" 

Medal, Com-
memorative 

FIC.2016.12 Round bronze medal in a round leather case with a purple 
velvet lining. Front: Frederick Samuel Tallmadge 1824 - 1904,  
Back: Fraunces Tavern, New York. 

Medal, Com-
memorative 

FIC.2016.13 Rectangular bronze medal: Front: William Osler, in profile 
Back: The Charaka Club 

Medal, Com-
memorative 

FIC.2016.14 Rectangular bronze medal: Front: William H. Welch, 3/4 view 
Back: a rose, "From His Friends" 

Medal, Com-
memorative 

FIC.2016.15 Triangular bronze medal. Front: Universal Exposition Saint 
Louis United States of America, MCMIV. Back: Eagle with 
dolphins, Louisana Purchase Exposition 

Medal, Com-
memorative 

FIC.2016.16 Round bronze medal, man in profile. Front: Docteur J. M. 
Charcot, underneath F. Vernon. Back: A J. M. Charcot ses 
eleves et ses admirateurs 1825-1893, 

Menu FIC.2017.40.2 Menu, Woodstock Inn, Feb. 26, 1893 

Menu NA.266 Menu from the Woodstock Inn, July 4, 1906. 

Menu NA.267 Beverage list from the Woodstock Inn; green paper with 
prices. 

Microscope FIC.2016.79 Microscope, brass, in wooden box, also brass tweezers 

Miniature FIC.2018.10 Miniature auto, c. 1910, probably American, cast zinc, 

Miniature FIC.2018.28A 
FIC.2018.28B 

Miniature tin tray with doily 

Miniature FIC.2018.32 Miniature straw box, multi-colored 

Miniature FIC.2018.33 Lead tureen set, c. 1890 

Miniature FIC.2018.35 Miniature wooden mortar and pestle 

Miniature FIC.2018.39 Two miniature brown glazed steins, late 19th century 

Miniature FIC.2018.40 Two miniature toby mugs, English, ceramic matching mugs, 
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Miniature FIC.2018.6 Miniature blue cut glass bowl 

Miniature FIC.2018.7 Miniature powder jar, cream and silver, with powder puff 
inside 

Miniature L58.4.5 Miniature wood-burning range and cooking utensils, c. 1902, 
American "Queen" model: cast iron with shaped legs and tin 
stove pipe, flowers and geometric ornaments cast into wall and 
door, original companion utensils are: sauce pan, frying pan, 
kettle and ash scuttle, miniature lid lifter missing, other 
utensils: pan, ladle, mug of "agateware," enameled painted tin 
ladle, stamped tin ladle, grater, flour scoop, red ware mixing 
bowl, brass teakettle, cast iron flat iron; probably an itinerant 
salesman's sample, maker unknown. 

Mirror AU.91.2 Mirror: rectangular, gilt, wood and plaster frame; mid 
Victorian. 

Mirror NA.140 
FIC.04.01.18 

Rectangular mirror in narrow Ogee frame; mahogany veneer 
with shaped crest; late Queen Anne style; English 

Mirror NA.376 Mirror - with gold-painted frame, bald eagle with American 
insignia and overhanging garland (reverse painting?), top eave 
on left side is loose, 27.25" high, 14.5" wide. 

Mirror NA.377 Mirror with painting of house with red roof on upper section 
(reverse painting?), 20" high x 10.5" wide 

Mirror NA.378 Small mirror in beautifully carved wooden frame - gold bald 
eagle at top, 21" high x 12" wide. 

Mirror NA.379 Mirror - large mirror in elaborate gold wooden frame, on back 
is written "M. C. Lightborne." 32.25" high x 18.125" wide. 

Mitt FIC.2014.57 Emmons silk mitts, 1 split seam 

Mitt FIC.2014.62 Mitts, pinkish beige, knitted with clover clusters, elastic at top 

Mitt FIC.2014.63 Mitts, Freyer lace mitts, black with drawstring at wrist, 8" 

Mitt FIC.2018.1 Black crocheted mitts 8.5 inch 

Moccasin FIC.2015.187 Child's moccasins 

Model FIC.2016.56 Two small models (A and B) of the Bedell covered bridge, 
labeled "S. Newbury, VT." on one end and "Haverhill, N.H." 
on the other 
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Model NA.256 Model and demonstration model of the Middle Covered Bridge 
(1969). Demonstration model shows the method of moving the 
bridge across the Ottauquechee River. Model and Middle 
Bridge built by Milton Graton. 

Model NA.261 Wooden model of a railroad engine and coal car; similar to the 
"A.G. Dewey" pictured in B-229. 

Mold, Bullet FIC.2016.76 Brass bullet mold, marked "Colts Patent" and "W"; for both 
round and conical bullets 

Mortar and 
Pestle 

L49.8.6 Mortar and pestle 

Mug FIC.2016.7 Mug - shaving mug? - "W.H. Kidder" in blue script 

Mug, Shaving NA.158 Shaving mug, white, red cross on gold and green crown, gold 
trim, gold letters: R. P. Hood. On bottom says T&V Limoges 
France 

Napkin FIC.04.01.30 
a-f 

Napkins - set of six; white with embroidered design. Go with 
tea cloth (FIC.04.01.31). 
 

Napkin FIC.2017.18 Paper napkin from the Woodstock Inn, with the eagle 

Necklace FIC.2015.59 Garnet necklace, 15.25" long, sextagonal beads .25" across, 
note says property of Mrs. John Mayer 

Necklace FIC.2015.61 Dark brown necklace made of human hair, chain link necklace 
made of fabric with pendant - flower design of human hair, 51" 
long, no clasp 

Necklace FIC.2015.64 Gold-tone beaded necklace, 17.5" long, all beads same size, c. 
.125" across 

Necklace FIC.2015.76 Neck ribbon with marquesite buckle, two ribs, and closure; 11" 
x 1.25" 

Necklace FIC.2015.83 String of gold beads, not sure if part of a necklace or bracelet 
or ? 

Necklace FIC.2015.89 not acc gina black necklace, earrings 1960?? 

Necklace FIC.2018.84 Gold-tone link chain double strand necklace, 23" long 

Necktie FIC.2015.156 Ivory brocade tie 

Needle, 
Upholsterer’s 

FIC.2015.166 Yale Tufting Needle in box 

Negative L73.2.2 2. Negative of a photograph of a photograph of a sleeping 
bobcat, Gates mount 
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Newspaper NA.257 Framed front page of the "Vermont Standard" from April 21, 
1865, lead articles "Assassination of the President", "The 
Pursuit and Surrender of Lee", and "The Magnanimity of 
General Lee". 

Nightcap FIC.2015.47 Nightcap with couching shaped ties 

Nightcap FIC.2017.62 White cotton nightcap; infant cap, embroidered lawn with 
embroidered ties 

Nightcap  NA.178 White cotton nightcap 

Nightcap NA.179 White cotton nightcap 

Nightgown AU.29.1 Heavy, white, old fashioned long sleeved cotton nightgown 
with embroidery and braid design on cuffs and yoke. 

Nightgown AU.30.1 Long, white, man's nightshirt. 

Nightgown AU.31.1 Short, sleeveless, white women's nightgown with ruching and 
eyelet embroidery at neck, yoke, and on shoulders. 

Nightgown AU.32.1 Short, sleeveless, white woman's nightgown with ruching and 
eyelet embroidery at neck, yoke and shoulders. 

Nightgown AU.33.1 Short, white woman's nightgown with short sleeves; crocheted 
lace borders, neck, and sleeves. 

Nightgown AU.34.1 Fine white, lady's nightgown with short sleeves. Sleeves, neck, 
and yoke are decorated with netting and eyelet embroidery. 

Nightgown AU.82.1 White negligee with embroidered eyelet decoration at cuffs, 
collar , and down front and back panels. (Back panels also 
have a pleated insert.) Ruching at sides. Wide satin ribbons 
and bows at back. 

Organ L68.3.1 Lap organ, ca 1840, wood, leather, 49 ivory button keys, 8 air 
holes; a four octave instrument, larger than many lap organs; 
framed so that the bellows could be operated by a foot pedal, 
originally placed on lap or table; made by Bartlett or Dearborn 
and Bartlett, Concord, N.H., frame maker unknown, also 
called a rocking melodeon or elbow organ 
Formerly loan L46.2.14 - do not see record of its being 
transferred to a gift, although everything else in this loan was 
transferred. 

Painting FIC.2016.121 Watercolor painting of a nude woman 

Painting FIC.2016.122 Oil painting, landscape, by R. W. Van Boskerck 
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Painting FIC.2017.64 Painting by Alphonse-Marie-Adolphe de Neuville 

Painting FIC.2017.7 Oil painting on wood (?), Still Life with oranges and grapes 

Painting FIC.2018.137 Pastel painting by Arthur B. Wilder. Labeled on back: "Winter, 
Savings Bank, Woodstock, VT from H.C. Cushings, 1904." 

Painting L53.2.1A One of a pair of oil paintings: floral still life subjects done in 
17th-18th century Dutch style. "Ludwig" and "Woodstock" 
written on back of frame. 

Painting L53.2.1B One of a pair of oil paintings: floral still life subjects done in 
17th-18th century Dutch style. "Ludwig" and "Woodstock" 
written on back of frame. 

Painting NA.155 Watercolor painting of pastel flowers in vase by Lydia Mona 
French, artist, wife of Harold Swan Dana. 20" x 24.75" 

Painting NA.280 Still Life painting - c. early 20th century, oil on panel; 
watermelon, bananas and pineapple; artist unknown. 

Painting, 
Miniature 

FIC.2015.11 Miniature painting of Dr. Joseph Adam Gallup, founder of the 
Clinical School of Medicine/The Vermont Medical College in 
Woodstock, VT. There appears to be a lock of hair in the back. 
The miniature labeled 99.2.3 is described as Dr. Gallup, but it 
does not look like the same person as in this painting. This 
painting matches one that appears in the front of the book, 
"The Story of a Country Medical College: A History of the 
Clinical School of Medicine and The Vermont Medical 
College, Woodstock, Vermont 1827-1856." 

Pamphlet FIC.2018. 
40.3 

Pamphlet: The Long Trail/ The Woodstock Inn/ Woodstock 
Vermont 1914 

Pamphlet FIC.2018. 
40.4 

Pamphlet: Automobile Tours 

Pamphlet FIC.2018. 
40.10 

Pamphlet: 1986-1987 Club Information and Membership 
Directory/ Golf Club/ Sports Center/ Racquet Club 

Pamphlet FIC.2018. 
40.12 

Pamphlet: Out-of-Doors Winter Sports at Woodstock, 
Vermont 

Pamphlet FIC.2018. 
40.13 

Pamphlet: Walks In and Around Woodstock Vermont 

Pamphlet FIC.2018. 
40.16 

"Rooms for Tonight from 1793 and Counting - The Story of 
the Woodstock Inn" by John P. Wiggin 

Pamphlet FIC.2018.14 1. Miniature pamphlet: "The Lilliputter Christmas Hymnal". 
2. Miniature pamphlet: "Signs of Christmas" 

Pan, Frying FIC.04.01.34 Frying pan - plain handle; three stubbed feet; also known as 
"spiders"; medium size  
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Pan, Frying FIC.04.01.35 Frying pan - plain handle; three stubbed feet; also known as 
"spiders"; small size. 
 

Panel LAM.8.16 English copperplate printed cotton panel depicting the 
"Apotheosis of Franklin," c. 1790. Red on a cream 
background. This is listed in the Accession Binder as a loan 
from Mr. and Mrs. John Mayer, unknown year, with no note 
that it was transferred to a gift. 

Pants AU.79.1 Boy's white pants, with bone button closings, side pockets, 
buttons to attach suspenders to on waist band. 

Papers L46.1.14 Collections of various papers concerning the Atwood family 

Paperweight FIC.2016.9 Glass paperweight, rectangular, white farmhouse, with fence 
and pine tree. Hiram Powers birthplace on College Hill 

Parasol FIC.2014.18 Small red/pink parasol with white dots 

Parasol FIC.2018.78 Small brown tattered silk parasol with light brown wood 
"beaded' handle 

Parasol FIC.2018.79 Black watered silk parasol, black painted turned knotty wood 
handle; shaft is knotty wood painted black 

Parasol FIC.2018.80 Black silk taffeta parasol, plain pinked, no lining, carved ivory 
shaft, ivory tip 

Parasol L70.2.1 Green silk parasol with a gold and malachite handle, brass tip; 
35" long; $50 

Parasol L70.2.2 Cream silk parasol with fringe with 3 rows narrow fringe; no 
lining, ivory handle (12.5") with gilt overlay and chased 
mountings; ivory tip with ruched fabric 1.75"; 8 ribs with 
10.5" radius; fabric covered armature; 35" long; ivory handle 
cracked 

Parasol L70.2.3 Dark blue navy silk parasol with fringe; tortoiseshell and topaz 
handle with gilt and lapis mounting, black china silk lining; 
stick diameter .5"; ruched fabric and wood tip 1.875"; 8 ribs 
with 21.25C radius, and tortoise tips; 35" long 

Pelerine FIC.2014.33 Black taffeta pelerine, faded, with black lace edge 

Pelerine FIC.2018.55 Ecru lace pelerine 

Pendant FIC.2015.57 Pendant - oval, blue glass with silver edging, flower design in 
center with tiny pearls 

Pendant FIC.2015.86 White marble cross with gold caps on the four ends, 8" chain, 
cross is 1.75" x 1.25" 
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Petticoat AU.40.1 White cotton child's petticoat, gathered waist. 

Petticoat AU.6.1 Plain organdy petticoat, ties at waist 

Petticoat AU.8.1 White muslin petticoat with double tiered lace ruffle hem, 
pleated and lace trimmed skirt panels, "MCV". 

Petticoat FIC.2015.170 Black taffeta petticoat 

Petticoat FIC.2015.171 Caswell petticoat wide yoke 2-B inset 

Petticoat FIC.2015.172 Cotton petticoat with saw-tooth hem, hand-stitched, cartridge 
pleats, pre-1850 

Petticoat FIC.2015.173 Petticoat 2-B yoke, wide ruffle, 2 rows coarse lace 

Petticoat FIC.2015.174 Petticoat, 3-layer wide ruffle 

Petticoat FIC.2015.175 Petticoat double lace insertion, closeup embroidered godets 

Petticoat FIC.2015.176 Short cotton petticoat, crocheted edge 

Petticoat FIC.2015.32 Edwardian petticoat with rose lace at hem 

Petticoat FIC.2015.33 Linen petticoat for bustle with crocheted insets 

Petticoat FIC.2015.36 Petticoat with embroidered paisley. This petticoat had a 
number on it: 75.2.7, but there is no such number in the 
accession records. 

Petticoat L75.2.6 White cotton petticoat, heavy crocheted lace trim 

Petticoat L75.2.7 White cotton petticoat, rickrack insert and scalloped eyelet 
hem; 35" long  

Photograph FIC.2016.105 Photograph of Margaret Elizabeth Barlow in her wedding 
dress (see 2016.101). 1940 
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Photograph L66.3 Photographs 1-62 (a couple have duplicates): 
1. Class of 1908, Black Knight mount in wooden frame 
2. View of school prior to 1904, Wooden frame painted gray 
3. 1943-44 Boys' Basketball Team, black frame 
4. Class of 1909, white mount, black frame 
5. 1942 Girls' Basketball Team, black frame 
6. 1908 Football Team, beige mount, black frame 
7. 1919 Boys' Basketball Team, grey mount, brown frame 
8. c. 1910 Baseball Team, beige mount, brown frame 
9. 1910 Football Team, grey mount, striped wood frame 
10. 1918 Baseball Team, beige mount, brown frame 

Photograph L66.3 (cont.) 11. Class of 1919, Property of Grace T. Bowden, brown mount 
12. "Preparatory Class" 1888, beige mount 
13. "Botany Class" 1890, grey mount 
14. Class of 1910, grey mount 
15. Class of 1953 when juniors, beige mount 
16. 1941 Boys' Basketball Team, beige mount 
17. 1903 or 1904 Boys' Basketball Team, Black Knight mount 
18. c. 1908 Girls' Basketball Team, Black Knight mount 
19. 1903 or 1904 Boys' Basketball Team, green mount with 
grey back 
20. 7th and 8th grades, c. 1913, grey mount 

Photograph L66.3 (cont.) 21. 1911 Football Team, beige mount, grey back 
22. Baseball Team, c. 1910, beige mount, grey back 
23. Students and teachers spring of 1893, Maroon Gates 
mount, grey back 
24. Class of 1945, light grey mount 
25. WHS building 1904, black paper mount 
26. 1909 Girls' Basketball Team, paper mount, plastic overlay 
stapled around edges 
27. 1909 Football Team, paper mount, plastic overlay stapled 
around edges 
28. Portrait of Katie Howland, 1898, Green Spaulding mount, 
grey back 
29. Portrait of James Brownell, 1898, Green Spaulding mount, 
grey back 
30. Portrait of Ralph Tewksbury, 1898, Green Spaulding 
mount, grey back 
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Photograph L66.3 (cont.) 31. Portrait of Arthur Thomas, 1898, Green Spaulding mount, 
grey back 
32. Portrait of Mabel Seaver, 1898, Green Spaulding mount, 
grey back 
33. Portrait of Maud Powers, 1898, Green Spaulding mount, 
grey back 
34. Portrait of Mary Warren, 1898, Green Kims mount, 
Bridgewater, MA 
35. Portrait of unidentified young lady, Green Spaulding 
mount, grey back 
36. Portrait of Susie Merrill Royce, 1900, grey mount 
37. Portrait of Grace T. Strong Mounce, 1900, Green 
Spaulding mount, grey back 
38. Portrait of Daisy Davis Wyatt, 1900, grey mount 
39. Portrait of Clarence Adams Simmons, 1900, Black 
Spaulding mount, grey back 
40. Portrait of Lucy E. Wood Daniels, 1900, Black Spaulding 
mount, grey back 

Photograph L66.3 (cont.) 41. Senior Play Cast of "Down in Maine," 1922, unmounted 
print 
42. Class of 1920, unmounted glossy 
43. 1923 Girls' Basketball Team, postcard mounted on white 
paper 
44. Faculty 1941, unmounted print 
45. Faculty 1940-1945, unmounted print 
46. Orchestra, 1940-1945, unmounted print 
47. Class of 1941, unmounted print 
48. Class of 1942, unmounted print 
49. Class of 1943 when juniors, unmounted print 
50. Class of 1944, unmounted print 

Photograph L66.3 (cont.) 51. Two copies Class of 1945 when juniors, unmounted print 
52. Class of 1947, unmounted print 
53. Unidentified Class, "Sally Frost" written on back, 
unmounted print 
54. Woodstock Band marching down Central St., "Esther 
Frost" written on back, unmounted print 
55. 1940 Bays' Basketball Team, unmounted print 
56. 1940 Girls' Basketball Team, unmounted print 
57. 1941 Boys' Basketball Team, unmounted print 
58. 1941 Girls' Basketball Team, unmounted print 
59. 1941 Ski Team, unmounted print 
60. Ski Team in the 1940s, unmounted print 
61. Football Cheerleader, 1945, unmounted print 
62. Class of 1907, black mount in gold frame 

Photograph L73.2.13 13. Four different views of Woodstock from Mt. Peg; three 
Gates mounts 
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Photograph L73.2.16 16. Black and white print of two men standing on Elm Street 
in front of Spear's and French's stores, unmounted 

Photograph L73.2.17 17. Black and white print of Sugar Hill Brickyard, unmounted 

Photograph L73.2.18 18. Black and white group portrait of Taftsville Brickyard 
Band at Dearborn Park, unmounted 

Photograph L73.2.19 19. Black and white view of Central Street looking West, 
unmounted 

Photograph L73.2.20 20. Black and white view of engine crossing Gulf Railroad 
Bridge in Quechee, unmounted 

Photograph L73.2.21 21. Black and white view of train crossing old Railroad Bridge 
in Quechee, unmounted 

Photograph L73.2.22 22. Black and white view of Sanatoga Springs at Dearborn 
Park, unmounted 

Photograph L73.2.23 23. Black and white view of the iron foundry in Taftsville, 
unmounted 

Photograph L73.2.24 24. Two black and white views of Sugar Hill Brickyard, Beige 
mounts 

Photograph L73.2.25 25. Black and white view of Elisha Spaulding, brother of 
Daniel G. Spaulding, and a horse in winter, Black mount with 
grey backing 

Photograph L73.2.26 26. Black and white view of a footbridge over Kedron Brook 
at E. M. Fletcher's house, Beige mount 

Photograph L73.2.27 27. Black and white panoramic view of Taftsville from Hill 
across the river, grey mount with green backing 

Photograph L73.2.28 28. Black and white side view of old Woodstock Inn, light 
grey mount 

Photograph L73.2.29 29. Black and white view of man with panther, Cushing 
mount; inscription reads "Killed in Barnard, Vt., Nov. 24, 1881 
by Alexander Crowell, wieght 182.5 lbs. length 7 ft." 

Photograph L73.2.30 30. Black and white view of unidentified man and horse on 
Elm Street in winter, light grey mount 

Photograph L73.2.31 31. Black and white view of unidentified farm off Happy 
Valley Road, Taftsville, Beige mount 

Photograph L73.2.32 32. Black and white view of Foundry building and old dam in 
Taftsville, grey mount 

Photograph L73.2.33 33. Black and white view of Sugar Hill Farm, Taftsville, c. 
1885. Leigh Gates in baby carriage, beige mount 

Photograph, 
Cabinet 

L53.11.5 Cabinet photo of Elizabeth Huntting Lovell, c. 1875-80, Gates 
print, Woodstock 
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Photograph, 
Cabinet 

L53.11.6 Cabinet print of Charles Herrick Lovell, c. 1875, Gates print, 
Woodstock 

Piano, 
Miniature 

FIC.2018.8 Schoenhut miniature piano, c. early 1900s 

Picture L46.1.3 Picture (photograph?) of Daniel Mendell Pratt 

Picture NA.139 
FIC.04.01.22 

Picture of Vermont state flags: 
Upper Left: 1804-1837, First State Flag 
Middle Left: 1837-1925, Second State Flag 
Lower Left, 1925- present, Third and current State Flag 
Two flags on the right depict 8-pointed star, officially changed 
to 5 pointed star in 1919; eventually abandoned in favor of the 
current flag. 

Piece, Game FIC.2016.2b Game pieces for the game of "Crispino," c. 1873: 4 large 
colored pieces, 12 medium pieces (3 each in 4 different 
colors),1 small black piece, 4 shaker tubes, 3 small dice, box 
holding the pieces is 7" x 3" 

Piece, Lace FIC.2015.132 Lace pieces 

Piece, Lace FIC.2015.133 Lace pieces; card says "English lace. Belonged to Rebecca 
Mott Tebbets(?), (word?) 1855 (word?) 1904" 
 

Piece, Lace FIC.2015.134 Black lace strip 

Piece, Lace L49.8.10 Piece of lace 

Piece, Leather FIC.2016.48 Two leather items, do not know what they were used for, 
maybe to do with horses or saddlebags? as they were in a box 
with farrier's tools 

Pillow AU.37.1 Pillow with button back closure, wide lace edging, 
embroidered motif on pillow reads "Silva Probate Leon." 

Pillow AU.39.1 Two light pink baby pillows. 

Pillowcase FIC.2015.141 Pair pillowcases crocheted lace edge Pearson 

Pin, Bar FIC.2015.55 Black bar pin, three tiny pearls on each side, 2.25" across 

Pin, Bar FIC.2015.56 Black rectangular dagged bar pin with tiny pearls on front in 
gold-tone setting, gold-tone clasp, 2.125" wide 

Pin, Bar FIC.2015.63 Gold baroque bar pin, two tiny diamond(?) chips in center, 
semi-cube shape, 2.125" across 
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Pin, Bar FIC.2015.87 Bar pin, black (onyx or plastic?) with gold sheaf of wheat 
inlaid with tiny pearls, 2.5" x .5" 

Pin, Clothing FIC.2015.68 Gold-tone vermeil pin, arc shaped, black enamel filigree 
design, one gold ball hangs on each end, 1.25" across 

Pin, Clothing FIC.2015.69 Gold-tone pin, oval center with ball with 9 balled dangles, 
1.625" across. Matching earrings are FIC.2015.70 

Pin, Clothing FIC.2015.77 Gold-tone brooch, leaf pattern of two overlapping hearts, .75" 
high x 1.325" wide 

Pin, Draw Bore NA.382 Draw bore pin, attached tag reads: "One of the pins taken from 
birthplace of Robt P. Woods after flood of ---- carried away 
the house located in Bridgewater Center". 

Pin, Fraternal FIC.2018.117 Orlando N. Dana, Mason pin, in case, brass and enamel 
pendant with royal blue ribbon, wreath of laurel. 

Pin, Political L49.8.19 Coolidge badge, reads "Vermonter Elect Him Again, President 
Calvin Coolidge" Marked on the back "The Whitehead & 
Hoag Co. Newark NJ". In a small box. 

Pince-nez FIC.2015.202 Pince nez springy 

Pince-nez NA.247 Pince-nez glasses with nose piece. 

Pincers L49.8.16 Pincers 

Pitcher FIC.04.01.27 Pitcher - glazed white with beige design around the inner and 
outer top; maker's mark on bottom: 
WARRANTED / K, T. & K./ GRANITE 
Abbreviation is for the Knowles, Taylor & Knowles China 
Co., East Liverpool, Ohio. The firm started in 1870 and ended 
about 1930.  

Pitcher FIC.2016.59 Pitcher, blue spot design around top, no markings 

Pitcher L54.2.1B Pitcher, part of a set with a washbasin; belonged to Mrs. 
Chapman Fisk  

Pitcher, Batter FIC.04.01.23 Pitcher - brown earthenware;  Toby Pitcher molded in the 
shape of a man in a tricorn hat; made and marked by the 
Fenton Firm in Bennington, VT. 

Plate, Coffin FIC.2016.74 Metal coffin plate: "J.A.C. AE. 5 

Plate, Com-
memorative 

FIC.2016.27 Commemorative plate, blue and white Staffordshire: Thomas 
Jefferson in the center; "Father of the Louisiana Purchase." 
"The World's Fair St. Louis MO, USA" 

Plate, Com-
memorative 

FIC.2016.28 Souvenir plate, "The Norman Williams Public Library, 
Woodstock, Vt." 
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Plate, Com-
memorative 

FIC.2016.29 Souvenir plate, "Norman Williams Public Library, Woodstock, 
VT." 

Plate, 
Decorative 

FIC.2016.21 Souvenir plate with red rim, gold decoration, picture of the 
"Soldiers Memorial Woodstock, Vt", on back "Wheelock/ 
Made in Germany/ for/ J. Livingston/ Woodstock, Vt" 

Plate, Dinner FIC.04.01.401 Plate - white with light blue decoration; under the soup bowl in 
Kitchen  

Plate, Dinner L46.9.1 Blue and white ironstone plate; with scene of water, trees and 
temple; belonged to Sarah Chandler. 

Platter FIC.04.01.123 Platter – white; floral center; gold trim around rim 

Platter L46.3.9 Platter - white with dark blue decoration. Blue willow stone 
china platter, platter is cracked. 

Platter L49.8.12 Platter - transfer printed decoration in pale blue; pattern called 
"Merino"; broad bands of  vermicular design around rim with 
fanciful garden view at center; marked "Ironstone" 

Pocket NA.228 Pocket: According to an old nursery rhyme: 
 Lucy Locket lost her pocket, 
 Kitty Fisher found it. 
Pockets, such as the one referred to in this rhyme, used to be 
tied around the waist instead of sewn into clothes. 16" long, 
12.75" wide at widest point, 5.75" wide on top 

Pocket, Wall FIC.2014.7 Ecru velvet wall pocket with crystal beaded flowers, gold 
beaded centers, beaded hanging loop, crystal bead border. 

Pole, 
Lamplighter 

FIC.2016.125 Lamplighter, missing some parts; wooden handle, metal parts. 
30" long. Pencil writing on handle "Hcl(?) 254" 

Pole, Ski FIC.2016.87 Ski pole (just one) - wooden, metal tip, pole is thick - like a 
broom handle, basket - metal, attached with leather, 61.5" long 

Portrait AU.94.2 Photo portrait of John Cotton Dana in commercial black 
wooden frame with broad buff colored mat. 

Portrait AU.94.3 Photo portrait of Harold Swan Dana in a commercial black 
wooden frame, by Notman of Boston, undated. 

Portrait FIC.2016.108 Portrait of the Rev. Moses T. Kidder, 34" x 28" 

Portrait FIC.2016.109 Etching of Abraham Lincoln, in gilt frame, by Wm. E. 
Marshall, 32.75" x 27" 

Portrait FIC.2016.110 Portrait of "Daniel Taft, Jr., Taftsville, VT", 29.5" x 25.5" 

Portrait FIC.2016.115 Portrait of Ruth Taft 
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Portrait FIC.2016.123 Portrait of a young man, framed, 43.5" x 36" 

Portrait FIC.2016.124 Portrait of a woman - oil on canvas, short hair, green dress, red 
shawl, large gilt frame, 33" x 28" 

Portrait FIC.2017.6 Black and white portrait of Henry Swan Dana as an older man, 
frame 18" x 14.5" 

Postcard FIC.2017.36 Color postcard of the White Cupboard Inn - side porch with 
flowers 

Postcard FIC.2017.40.7 Color postcard: The Woodstock Inn and its tennis court 

Postcard FIC.2017.40.8 Color postcard: The Woodstock Inn 

Postcard L73.2.15 15. Black and white postcard view of the new Taftsville Dam 
being built 

Poster FIC.2016.107 Woodstock RR Plans & Profiles/ Drawn Under the Direction 
of/ Peter T. Washburn, Prest. Elevation diagram for the 
Woodstock Railway is in the system under FIC.2015.216. 
Might they go together? 

Poster FIC.2017.26 Poster: Woodstock Town Hall Theater/ John Jay's Color Film 
Success/ Skis in the Sky 

Poster FIC.2017.27 Woodstock Town Hall Theatre Poster, 1946 
Blondie's Lucky Day/ Man From Rainbow Valley/ Thrill of 
Brazil/ A Scandal in Paris/ Holiday in Mexico 

Poster FIC.2017.28 Poster - Syrian Dinner, 1952 

Poster FIC.2017.29 VSO Poster, 1952 
Vermont Symphony Orchestra at Town Hall 

Poster FIC.2017.30 Covered Bridge Poster, August 11, 1968 

Poster FIC.2017.31 Pentangle Poster, 1984 

Poster FIC.2017.32 Poster: 
"This is Woodstock Green. The Trenches 3274 ms. 
The Yellow Peril. 8934 ms. This is the safe place! 

Poster FIC.2017.38 Poster: "Visit… the White Cupboard Ski Shop" 

Poster FIC.2017.65 Poster: United States Bicentennial poster 

Poster FIC.2018.3 Poster/advertisement for: "The Lettie Lane Paper Family by 
Sheila Young" 
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Pot L53.9.1 Brass pot 

Pot, Chamber FIC.2017.19 White chamber pot with white raised design; painters tape on 
bottom with note: "HIB sale vase" 

Pot, Chamber FIC.2018.50 Chamber pot, white with blue flowers, marked "Edwin M. 
Knowles China co.” 

Press, Cheese L46.10.1 Cheese press belonged to Horatio N. Atwood  

Press, Cheese L55.2.1 Wooden cheese press, made in Bridgewater c. 1840. Marked 
"S. White's Patent Cheese Press." 
There was a Waite's Cheese Press, made in Bridgewater, 
which was NA.190 but also referenced a DAR number. It was 
deaccessioned and sold in October 2013. 

Pricelist AU.93.2 Pricelist or inventory for crockery from the New York Dry 
Goods Store operated by the Dana family, mounted on a pine 
shingle. 

Print L58.3.7 Colored print 

Print NA.375 Print: "Practical Agriculture or A Complete System of Modern 
Husbandry: With the Best Methods of Planting, and the 
Improved Management of Live Stock. Illustrated by Numerous 
Engravings. By R. W. Dickson, M.D...1807" The Suffolk 
Punch Horse, Kennedy & Co. Rare Prints 98710. 28" wide, 
14.25" high 

Program FIC.2017. 
40.15 

"The Eagle Flies Again The Final Ball 22 March 1969” 

Program FIC.2017.17 Dance card, with attached little pencil, for "Grand Closing 
Ball/ Woodstock Country Club Hall/ Woodstock Vermont/ 

Program NA.264 Program for the Final Ball at the Woodstock Inn, March 22, 
1969, entitled "The Eagle Flies Again". 

Punch NA.302 Metal and wood pick, 8" long, for jewelry? leather? ice? 

Purse FIC.2014.79 Old beaded bag 

Purse FIC.2018.73 Linen (?) purse, tan, ivory  and royal blue on one side; teal, 
ivory, and red on the other 

Purse FIC.2019.1 Native American Beaded Bag, White Bead Edge 

Purse FIC.2019.2 Native American Bag, Blue And Lavender Bead Edge 
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Purse FIC.2019.3 Small Beaded Bag, Metal Snap Closure, Multi-color Floral 

Purse FIC.2019.4 Large Beaded Bag, Floral With One Tassel 

Purse FIC.2019.5 Black-silver Crochet Square Bead Bag-drawstring-loose 
Weave 

Purse FIC.2019.6 Blue Miser Bag With Silver Beads 

Purse FIC.2019.7 Small Native American Purse Brown Velvet With Red, Bead 
Flowers 

Purse NA.148 Crewel purse, white fabric mesh with gold beads; cord handle 
and tassel 

Purse  NA.150 Cotton flame purse - flame stitch was very popular design in 
the 19th century, and patterns were often featured in ladies 
magazines. This purse might have been made by a young 
woman from directions in a magazine like Peterson's Magazine 
or Godey's Lady's Book. 

Purse NA.151 Bark purse - bark and fabric objects embroidered in moosehair 
were popular "Indian souvenirs" in the 18th and 19th centuries. 
These objects--reticules, cigar cases, calling card trays and 
boxes--were decorated with flowers or imagined scenes of 
woodland Indian life. Many were made for sale by French 
Canadian nuns. They were bought by tourists and displayed in 
cabinets of curiosities or on mantle pieces or whatnot shelves 
in Victorian parlors. At the end of the 19th century the making 
of fancywork in moose hair and birch bark had become 
fashionable among the well-born women of Quebec. 

Quilt AU.85.1 Old quilt in a combination of white background and squares 
done in reverse applique using a print fabric. 

Quilt FIC.2015.12 Quilt with black background, multicolored squares 

Quilt FIC.2015.13 Signature quilt - names written in middle of squares, pink 
borders separating the squares. 
 

Quilt FIC.2015.19 Quilt with triangles in cream and brown, squares in red cross-
hatch pattern; cream backing 

Quilt FIC.2015.21 Small quilted square, mostly beige, some red and blue. 

Quilt FIC.2015.22 Quilt - salmon-colored back and edges - bleeding through? 
Center rectangle, leaves, brown and green, very worn, some 
edges gone. 
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Quilt FIC.2015.23 Quilt, pink edging, cream colored, pink flowers and green 
stems in center, embroidered in corner "HSJ 1912" 

Quilt FIC.2018.68 Civil War era quilt; basted wool quilt onto a wool blanket 

Quilt L49.8.23 Two hand-woven quilts 

Razor FIC.2018.51 Folding razor with wooden handle, marked "W. Taylor/ X 0 
WITE" 

Razor, Straight FIC.2015.163 Folding straight razor with case; razor marked "Jacque 
Lecoultre au Sentier N.1"; case marked "Jacque Lecoultre/ 
A.S. James?" 

Reel, Yarn L46.3.11 Yarn reel 

Report AU.90.5 A handwritten copy of the 1791 "enumeration" of the district 
of Vermont. First census: showed 16 slaves in Bennington 
County, but they were actually Free Colored. 

Ring, Finger FIC.2015.62 Gold ring with fob, thin band, engraved inside with letters 
"AR", initials on fob are "AR" 

Ring, Finger FIC.2015.67 Tiny gold-tone ring, broken at bottom, embossed with design 
like leaves .5" around 

Ring, Finger FIC.2015.71 Gold ring with hair, looks like a belt buckle on top next to hair, 
.75" around 

Ring, Finger FIC.2015.72 Braided ring, possibly hair, medium brown, .75" across, gold-
tone (silver?) center piece 

Ring, Finger FIC.2015.80 Rose gold garnet ring, small, broken at top on one side, .5" 
diameter 

Ring, Finger FIC.2015.82 Gold ring with rectangular coral stone (probably coral) on top 
with white under it, broken at bottom; .625" around 

Rug FIC.2015.1 Rag rug, done on a loom, has "turkey tracks." 38" x 37.5" 

Rug FIC.2015.10 Rug - braided, hooked in middle; "funky" or "sunburst" shape, 
some restoration on back. 49" across. 

Rug FIC.2015.24 Rug 

Rug FIC.2015.25 Rug 

Rug FIC.2015.26 Rug 

Rug FIC.2015.27 Rug 
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Rug FIC.2015.3 Rug - hooked rug, clear center. 46" x 29" 

Rug FIC.2015.37 Northern Caucasian (Shirvan or Daghestan) prayer rug; ivory 
field, elongated prayer arch; $1000; 3'8" x 5'3", Wayne Ridley 
description 6/28/2015 

Rug FIC.2015.4 Rug - rag rug with a twisted technique. 118" x 41" 

Rug FIC.2015.5 Rug - very long, striped, unfinished? torn? 149" x ? 

Rug FIC.2015.6 Rug - hooked rug, flower pot with red blossoms in center. 46" 
x 29.5" 

Rug FIC.2015.7 Rug - red blossoms, burlap backing. 52" x 29" 

Rug FIC.2015.8 Rug - double or jaquard weave, runner, small red flowers, 
brown background, also an extra piece of the fabric (not 
photographed or measured). 151" x 35" 

Rug FIC.2015.9 Rug - rag rug, long, only one with yellow, worn on ends. 176" 
x 35.5" 

Rug NA.381 Qashqai rug, 4th quarter of the 19th century, 5' X 7', wool 
warp and weft 

Ruler AU.94.8 Folding ruler with brass mounts, 24" 

Runner, Table FIC.2015.139 Flax table runner Caswell 

Sachet FIC.2016.11 Linen bag of "Crushed Lavender Flowers” 

Saltshaker AU.87.1 Country painted tinware; simple handpainted design; orange & 
yellow japanned tinware; simple handle. 

Sampler FIC.2017.13 Sampler: by Anna Plummer, October 16, 1820, 12″ x 12″ 

Sampler FIC.2017.14 Small sampler by Rosalind A. Del Peloria (?), 9″ x 11″ 

Sampler FIC.2017.15 Sampler, 13″ x 11″. No name, date or location 

Sampler L46.5.2 Linen sampler, marked "Mercy (?) Stickney, Aged 13 years", 
1827 

Sash FIC.2015.168 Silk satin ribbon sash 6.25″ x 124″ 

Scale, Lever L49.1.2 Steelyard (or lever scale) for weighing wood? 
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Scarf FIC.2014.51 Green brocade scarf 5″ x 44″ 

Scarf FIC.2015.180 Cream silk scarf jacquard flowers, bees 

Scarf FIC.2017.2 Square fringed scarf, coarse weave with red flower border 
stamped on 

Scrapbook FIC.2018.44 Scrapbook of pages of pressed sea-weed and algae specimens.  
Inscription inside hand-made binding says "Pressed and 
mounted by The Dana Brothers 

Screen L58.1.1 Screen 

Scythe L46.10.2 Grain cradle or scythe, belonged to Horatio N. Atwood 

Service, Tea L58.4.2 Child’s tea set 

Service, Tea L58.4.6 Child’s tea set with tureen 

Service, Tea L59.6.1 Doll's Tea Set: ca 1919, French, porcelain, white, decorated 
with gilt striping, painted sprays of pink roses and blue-for-
get-me-knots, flower design: teapot, sugar and creamer, six 
cups and saucers, six luncheon plates, marked "T. &V", made 
by Raynaud & Companie of Limoges, France,  also marked by 
the American Retailers, Davis Collamer & Co. of New York 
City 

Set, Farmyard FIC.2016.68 Farmyard set: goose, chicken and fence - made of papier-
mache(?) and wood 

Set, Manicure AU.89.2 Necessaire or nail kit in a silver mounted chagreen (shagreen) 
case. Base engraved A.A. Maker unknown. Early 19th century 

Set, Manicure NA.250 Manicure set in a brown leather case. Oval label inside: 
"Partridge & Co./ Boston/ Trade Mark". There are pieces of 
cork inside where the sharp blades rest. The set is not 
complete. 

Shaker, Sand AU.94.7 
NA.233 

Wooden Sand Shaker: 2.5" tall, 2.75" diameter at top, 2.25" 
diameter at bottom. 

Sham, Pillow L75.2.10 White cotton pillow sham, lace border, 3 button closing 

Sham, Pillow L75.2.11 White cotton pillow sham, open-work border, 3 rows open-
work on sham, bad condition, tie closing 

Sham, Pillow L75.2.8 White cotton pillow sham, ruffled edge with openwork border, 
open-work on sham, tie closing 
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Sham, Pillow L75.2.9 Heavy white cotton pillow sham, ruffled edge with two rows 
open-work trim, three rows open-work on sham, tie closing 

Shawl AU.5.1 Black silk thread crocheted shawl, worn in spots 

Shawl FIC.2015.143 Tan red green floral shawl 

Shawl FIC.2015.178 Beige printed shawl, wool, with brown-blue border and fringe 

Shawl FIC.2015.179 Beige-brown jacquard handmade shawl knot fringe 

Shawl FIC.2015.181 Crepe de chine shawl, knotted silk tassels 

Shawl FIC.2015.183 Shawl black lace 

Shawl L46.4.2 Silk shawl 

Sheet, Music L65.1.4 Copy of an ancient ballad "The Champions of England" 
translated from old English; mounted on blue paper on white 
cardboard. 

Sheller, Corn FIC.2017.42 Corn sheller - Briggs' Patent June 14, 1845 

Shirt FIC.2014.38 Baby shirt with lace, squared collar, lace on sleeves, collar, 
thin lawn 

Shirt FIC.2014.42 Infant shirt ruffled sleeve 

Shirt FIC.2015.148 Man's bib front shirt by Bates Street 

Shoe AU.10.1 Children's scalloped boot, 11 buttons 

Shoe AU.12.1 Cream oxfords with spool heel 

Shoe AU.14.1 White, soft leather woman's shoes, medium heel, single button 
closing, with two grosgrain bows for decoration 

Shoe AU.16.1 Off-white, silk-satin (?) flat slippers, square toe, partially lined 
with a soft white leather. 

Shoe AU.17.1 Infant's shoes, black leather, "Mary Jane" style with ankle 
strap, button closing, buttons have 3 holes. 

Shoe AU.18.1 Child’s black patent leather Mary Janes w/ ankle strap, square 
toe; soft soles. 
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Shoe AU.19.1 Child's brown leather flat shoes, with ankle straps and button 
closings; inside each shoe reads "Laurens Williams 3 yrs. old." 
Leather soles 

Shoe AU.20.1 Black high button shoes, "3C 8856", 5 buttons 

Shoe AU.21.1 Child's black cloth shoes, side laces 

Shoe AU.22.1 Fine leather white baby shoe, with leather sole, tie front. 

Shoe AU.9.1 Child's high white leather boots. Medium Heel. Button 
closings (10 buttons). Number printed on sole of shoes reads 
"8599". 

Shoe FIC.2017.48 Baby's brown high button shoes. 

Shoe FIC.2017.59 Child's brown button shoes 

Shovel, 
Fireplace 

L49.8.1 Large fireplace shovel 

Shovel, 
Fireplace 

L49.8.2 Small fireplace shovel 

Shuttle FIC.2016.66 For weaving on a loom: 
A. Bobbin shuttle: wooden, 10.5" long, "LC" carved into one 
side 
B. Finger pick shuttle: wooden, 6.75" long, 1.125" wide 
C. Finger pick shuttle: wooden, 7.25 long, 1 3/8" wide 

Shuttle L58.2.1 Threading device or shuttle, detached from a textile machine. 
Mr. Clarence Day thinks it could be a wire crimping tool 
(probably not). 

Sickle L49.8.8 Sickle on loan from Mr. Henry T. Brown 

Sidesaddle L46.3.1 Side saddle and pad 

Sign, 
Advertising 

NA.373 Metal sign "Vermont Mutual Fire Insurance Co./ Montpelier, 
VT." Picture shows both horse drawn carriage and motorcar. 
20" wide x 24.5" high. 

Sign, Traffic FIC.2017.41 Street sign for: "S. Park St." 

Silhouette L46.5.3 Silhouette of Mercy (Mary?) Stickney, aged 21 years; in 
original painted and reeded frame. 

Sketch FIC.2016.116 Sketch of Daniel Taft(?), 20" x 16" 
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Sketch FIC.2017.8 Two black and white sketches in one frame: left side The 
Greek Slave Eng.; right side H. Powers "The American 
Sculptor" 

Ski, Snow FIC.2016.69 Pair of wooden skis, narrowed tip but not pointed, leather and 
rawhide binding, 84" long, 3.5" wide 

Ski, Snow FIC.2016.70 Pair of wooden skis, rounded tip, leather binding, attached 
sticker says "Bunny Bertram Collection," feel very light, 80" 
long x 4" wide 

Ski, Snow FIC.2016.82 Pair of wooden skis, pointed tips, leather and metal binding, 
95.5" long, 3.75" wide 

Ski, Snow FIC.2016.83 Pair of wooden skis, metal edges, slightly rounded tip, mostly 
metal bindings, feel heavy, World War II era, typical of 
equipment used by the 10th Mountain Division, 82" long x 
2.875" wide 

Ski, Snow FIC.2016.84 Pair of wooden skis, very pointed tip, metal and leather 
bindings, 83.5" long x 2.75" wide 

Ski, Snow FIC.2016.85 Pair of wooden skis, slightly pointed tip, metal and leather 
bindings, 70" long x 3" wide 

Ski, Snow FIC.2016.86 One ski, rounded point, leather and metal bindings with a boot 
print in binding, 74" long x 3.5" wide 

Ski, Snow FIC.2016.88 One wooden ski, no binding attached but a place for a strap to 
go through the ski, leather(?) pad where foot would go, long 
pointed tip, groove underneath, 71.5" long x 2.625" wide 

Ski, Snow L85.1.1 Pair of hand-made skis made of ash by Orwell Harlow. He was 
a carpenter who lived and worked in So. Royalton, Vt. The 
skis were made for his son Roswell Harlow, Sr., in 1932. They 
measure 3.75" wide. 

Ski, Snow L85.1.2 Pair of hand-made skis made of ash by Herbert Smith for his 
daughter Lucile Smith Harlow. Herbert Smith was a 
blacksmith who lived and worked on High Street in 
Woodstock. 2.95" wide. 

Skimmer FIC.04.01.33 Skimmer - wrought iron, undecorated straight handle; bowl 
partly worn away; used to skim fats away from the surface of 
stews.  

Skirt AU.68.1 Blue cotton child's skirt with white waistband, yellow print. 

Skirt FIC.2014.24 Grey wool skirt 

Skirt FIC.2014.48 Child's red skirt with black passementerie trim 

Skirt FIC.2017.66 Black satin skirt, narrow rows of beads 
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Skirt, Hoop FIC.2014.32 Modern chintz bridal hoopskirt 

Slate, Writing FIC.2018.18 Writing slate, "H.A." carved into side, "Herbert Atwood's 
Slate" written on side 

Sled L53.5.1 Ski-bob sled made by Leo and Allen Bourdon of Woodstock, 
painted red and green; skis 78" long, 9.75" wide, seat 40" long 

Sleeve FIC.2015.135 Lace sleeves, alternating bands of French valencienne and 
crocheted lace; fitted to forearms, lace rufffle 

Sleeve FIC.2015.136 Lawn sleeves gathered onto cuff, embroidered lawn with 
ruffles, 17" long, cuff 6" around, crocheted buttons; brown 
specks 

Sleeve FIC.2015.137 Sleeves 3 FIC 

Sleeve NA.181 Muslin sleeves gathered onto muslin band; only decoration is 
eyelet ruffle on band 

Slip AU.7.1 Modern black slip, made by Vanity Fair, with side slit 

Slip FIC.2014.34 Baby wool flannel and linen slip 

Slip FIC.2014.39 Baby slip 

Slipper AU.11.1 Men's velvet slippers, embroidered, low heel, embroidered 
with floral patterns across heel and vamp of slipper. 

Slipper AU.13.1 Ivory silk evening slippers in shoe bags. White bead work on 
toes. Shoe bags are of patterned soft muslin with pink 
embroidery and pink ribbons. Louis heel and a high vamp. 
"WG Simmons, Hartford". 

Slipper AU.15.1 White satin slippers, square toe, square vamp, short stack heel; 
delicate pattern on narrow ribbon ties, 1840? No shaping of 
left or right foot. 

Spectacles FIC.2015.190 Black rectangular spectacles with string necklace, rimmed 
lenses, straight bows, "17" engraved on top of left bow; 4" 
wide, 5" with bows. 

Spectacles FIC.2015.191 FIC small black steel rectangular spectacles, one loop, one 
broken, straight wire bows, marked "6", 4.5" wide 

Spectacles FIC.2015.192 Blue spectacles 

Spectacles FIC.2015.193 Brass octagonal spectacles, broken loops, straight bows, 
marked "16", 4.25" wide 

Spectacles FIC.2015.196 Frameless spectacles, silver wire ear pieces, engraving inside 
eye piece, 4.625" wide. 
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Spectacles FIC.2016.3 Spectacles - metal, with oval glass; ear piece extensions on the 
frame; "E. E. Dyer"on the frame. 

Spectacles FIC.2016.4 Spectacles - metal frame, rounded rectangular shape, glass 
lenses; ear piece extensions missing? 

Spectacles FIC.2017.20A Pair of spectacles in metal case, gold-toned frames, 4-sided, 
lenses are not square to corners of frames, ear pieces are 
jointed 

Spectacles  FIC.2018.45 Pair of spectacles, rounded metal frames; hinged ear pieces 
bend in, not down 

Spectacles FIC.2018.48 Small pair of metal spectacles, 3" wide, no lenses, thin wire 
frame 

Spectacles FIC.2018.49A Metal spectacles, slightly oval lenses, ear pieces extend, ear 
piece marked "G. Cooper." 

Spectacles L49.8.18 Pair of spectacles 

Spectacles NA.171A Spectacles in case, late 19th century, gold rimmed spectacles, 
wire shafts, velvet lined snap case, gilt stamped by "Dammers 
of Boston". Spectacles 4" across, case 5" x 2" closed, 3.5" 
open 

Spectacles NA.248 Spectacles, bifocals, with wire trim and one arm missing. 

Spike, Rail FIC.2015.215 Railroad spike, no markings, 6.5" long 

Spoon, Baby FIC.2016.63 Small silver spoon with initials "MG", originally belonged to 
Mary Gay who married Timothy Swan. Mark on the back "IS". 

Spoon, Soup L63.3.1 Old, discolored bowl-shaped spoon; brass. Maker's crest with 
"T" and "O" in bowl of spoon 

Sportcoat FIC.2015.161 Will Curtis sport coat 

Stake FIC.2016.46 Heavy iron stake, 13" long, square, except top is rounded off 
on the sides; shows signs of having been pounded. 

Stamp, Postage NA.156 Sheet of 32¢ stamps of American Dolls, including a Martha 
Chase doll like the one in the bedroom. 7" x 6" 

Stereograph FIC.2017.33 Stereograph "The Park Woodstock, Vt." 

Stereograph L73.2.10 10. Stereoptican view of northwest side of The Green, Yellow 
mount 

Stereograph L73.2.11 11. Stereoptican view of interior of Universalist Church, Beige 
mount 
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Stereograph L73.2.12 12. Stereoptican view of interior of Masonic Temple (Christian 
Church), Gates mount 

Stereograph L73.2.14 14. Stereoptican view of Mt. Tom from Union Street; 
Governor Washburn's house on left, Mr. Haskell's on right, 
Gates mount 

Stereograph L73.2.3 3. Two stereoptican views of Sugar Hill Brickyard, Cushing 
mounts 

Stereograph L73.2.4 4. Stereoptican view of factory and falls in Quechee, Gates 
mount 

Stereograph L73.2.5 5. Stereoptican view of engine crossing Gulf Railroad Bridge 
in Quechee, Gates mount 

Stereograph L73.2.6 6. Stereoptican view of Elm Street Bridge and Billings 
residence, Yellow mount 

Stereograph L73.2.7 7. Stereoptican view of The Green, March 25, 1873, Gates 
mount 

Stereograph L73.2.8 8. Stereoptican view looking east from west end of The Green, 
Gates mount 

Stereograph L73.2.9 9. Stereoptican view from inside west end of The Green 
looking east, Gates mount 

Stereoscope FIC.2015.39 Stereoscope, wooden, with handle to hold, and three 
stereoscopic images (reproductions): a) East end of Woodstock 
Village Green; b) Elm Street from the Marsh-Billings-
Rockefeller property; c) "Rat on Toast - for Dinner" 

Stick, Swagger FIC.2016.8 Hard wood stick, tapered metal cap, inscribed with seal, lion 
and crown over globe, "Gibraltar" "Per-mare-per-terran" 
The motto is for the British Royal Marines. 

Stickpin FIC.2015.81 Stickpin - turquoise (opal?) oval stone set in gold, 2" long, 
stone is .375" long 

Stocking AU.23.1 (Knitted?) heavy white knee stockings, with initials "A.C." 
embroidered at top 

Stocking AU.24.1 Fine, high white stockings with embroidery, stamped at top by 
the manufacturer "Best Three Threads." 

Stocking AU.25.1 Heavy, white, high stockings, (knitted?) with cable decoration 

Stocking AU.26.1 (Knitted?) heavy, white stockings with scallop decoration 

Stocking FIC.2015.52 Stockings from Mrs. Sherman Howe 

Stocking L49.8.11 Pair of white stockings 
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Stocking NA.186 Silk stockings 

Stool, Piano AU.91.4 Revolving piano stool; rosewood pedestal; three cast iron legs; 
seat upholstered in modern horse hair imitation; mid-Victorian. 

Stove, Heating NA.380 Soapstone stove: "Pat'd by P. Dodge Feb 1 1859" "Manf'd by 
Dodge, Henry & Co." "Perkinsville, VT" 29.25" high (no top), 
top opening 30.5" x 20", missing two feet. 

Stove, Wood 
Heating 

L58.9.1 Black cast iron parlor stove with floral pattern on top and 
sides. 

Stretcher, Shoe NA.229 Shoe Stretcher: This shoe stretcher was used to make 
indentations in shoes or boots so that the footwear would be 
more comfortable for wearers who suffered from corns or 
bunions. Lightning Fulton ILL PAT OCT 12 87. Wrought iron, 
16.5" long 

Suit AU.47.1 Pale blue linen child's suit (blouse and skirt), flowered print, 
white lace collar, gathered cuffs, pearl buttons. 

Suit FIC.2014.15 Cafe-au-lait brown wool two-piece suit with waist length 
jacket; jacket has off-white wool lapels elaborately decorated 
with off-white and dark (tarnished?) gold metallic cord; lined 
with white satin. Label: "H. Silverman, Ladies Tailor,11 East 
30th St. N.Y." 

Suit, Wedding FIC.2015.160 Man's wedding suit 
A. Wedding suit tail coat 
B. Six wedding suit bow ties 
C. Wedding suit trousers 
D. Wedding suit white vest 

Suit, Wedding FIC.2017.1 Man's wedding suit, with ivory ottoman single-breasted vest 
with satin lapels 

Suture NA.255 Suture - Chinese surgeon silk. Label says "Chinese Silk, 
Tsatlee, Genuine". 

Sweater FIC.2015.206 Letter sweater, red, "W" 

Sword and 
scabbard 

NA.259 Model 1860 U.S. Cavalry Sword: has inspector's mark: "DFM" 
- Dexter F. Mosman; stamped "Geo Colby", regiment 
unknown; by "Emerson and Silver" of Trenton, New Jersey, 
1864. Also a sheath for the sword. 

Table  AU.92.1 Pembroke table - Hepplewhite style; mahogany w/ olive wood 
and satinwood inlay; tapered legs; spade feet. 

Table FIC.2018.16 Tiered table, 31" high 
This might have been loaned for exhibit purposes by Elaine 
Leibly? 

Table FIC.2018.17 Square top table, 23.5" x 22.75" x 27.5" high 
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Table, Card FIC.04.01.378 Card table with gadrooned legs; serpentine skirt; shaped top 
with lift leaf; late Sheraton- early Empire style 

Table, Dressing NA.162 Jewelry or Vanity Table - possibly Victorian, wood, painted 
black with gold design around outside, pedestal stand with 
three feet, gold and floral trim, hinged top with floral design 
lifts up to display mirror underneath; box with five open 
compartments and a smaller covered one. 20.75" wide, 16.5" 
deep, 31.5" tall with top closed 

Table, Dropleaf FIC.2016.81 Drop-leaf table, wood, paw foot with gilded leaf on the bottom 
of the leg, 

Tablecloth FIC.2015.140 Flax tablecloth Caswell 

Tag, Luggage FIC.2017. 
40.19 

Fragment of old leather suitcase with a Woodstock Inn 
luggage sticker attached 

Tea Cloth FIC.04.01.31 Tea cloth goes with six napkins (FIC.04.01.30 a-f); white with 
embroidered design. 

Tea, Pressed  FIC.04.01.400 Two blocks of pressed tea. Donated by Dana Emmons for use 
on exhibit. Should we deaccession to Utility Collection? 

Teacup FIC.2016.20 Small porcelain teacup with blue wide rim, with pink and gold 
floral decorations on white ground 

Teapot FIC.04.01.124 Teapot with lid; glossy white; on bottom printed "Hyacinth" 
Wedgewood Company, stone granite 

Throw FIC.2015.142 White honeycomb cotton throw with fringe 

Ticket FIC.2015.213 Woodstock Railway tickets, c. 1920, donated by Peter 
Jennison 
A. 2301 Taftsville to Quechee 
B. 17832 Taftsville and Woodstock 
C. 18450 Quechee and Woodstock 

Ticket FIC.2018.67 Woodstock Railway ticket, One First Class Passage to New 
York, #4724 

Tie FIC.2015.118 Lace ladies tie, 48.5" long, fine net with minimal corded 
embroidery 

Tie FIC.2015.184 Bobbinet tie 63" long by 6-7.5" wide, .25" edging, appliques of 
three dots each 

Tie, Bow FIC.2015.145 Ecru satin bow tie 

Tie, Bow FIC.2015.146 Clip on bow tie, patterned faille 

Tie, Bow FIC.2015.153 Pique bow tie 
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Tie, Bow FIC.2015.155 White pique bow tie 

Tie, Bow FIC.2015.159 Wedding suit pre-tied bowtie 

Tinderbox FIC.2016.73 Mechanical friction wheel tinderbox, with flint, steel and 
tinder 
Maybe 46.32.1 – tinderbox 1770? 

Tintype L53.11.2 Tintype of William S. Eaton, 1873, in glass and a gilt tin mat 

Tintype L53.11.3 Tintype of Jane Lovell Eaton, c. 1850, in a paper mat 

Toaster FIC.04.01.38 Toaster - cabriole legs; twisted wire rack and jointed handle. 

Tongs FIC.2016.47 Iron tongs, with flat tips, 16" long 

Tongs, 
Fireplace 

FIC.04.01.37 Fireplace tongs - tapered handles. 

Tongs, 
Fireplace 

L49.8.3 Fireplace tongs 

Tongs, 
Fireplace 

NA.173 Wrought iron fireplace tongs. 18" long 

Tool FIC.2016.52 Long thin stick with a thin metal tip (4" long) that is nailed on 
and bends; total length 38.5". 

Topper, Cake FIC.2015.31 Wedding cake topper 

Toy AU.96.32B Pine wagon with low open body and single horse hitch; wagon 
has open frame, hinged loading ramp, tin bound wheels; all 
painted blue and red; accompanying horse, separate pull toy 
harnessed to wagon; horse has rigid cowhide covered body w/ 
horse hair mane and tail; morocco saddle and collar; stands on 
pine platform w/ small steel wheels; both horse & wagon may 
be circus toys. 

Toy FIC.2015.217 Furry bear on wheels, brown fur, 5" high x 7.5" long 

Toy FIC.2015.220 Toy milk cow pull toy: late nineteenth century, probably 
American, wooden body covered with cow hide, carved horns, 
fixed brown glass eyes, on wheeled platform, grained to 
resemble rosewood, four small steel wheels, pull chain, maker 
unknown5 

Toy FIC.2016.57 Broken toy, wooden, man who would do flips, but the arms are 
no longer attached to the body, painted red and green 
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Toy Theater FIC.2018.9 McLoughlin Bros. toy theater, 1902, American made 

Toy, 
Mechanical 

FIC.2018.26 Mechanical toy tricycle and rider, American, three tall iron 
wheels painted green, spring driven, rider with composition 
head, molded blonde hair, blue eyes, wears a circus costume 

Toy, Stuffed 
Box, Music 

FIC.2015.219 Puss in Boots stuffed toy and music box, maroon velvet and 
lace outfit, velvet hat with feather, wool felt yellow boots and 
side pouch. The key is on the back. 18" tall 

Trammel FIC.04.01. 
40A 

Trammel - one of eight hooks; only one with adjustable ratchet 
device to raise or lower the height of the pot from the fire; all 
but one original to Dana House. 

Tray FIC.2017.5 Metal tray, black with gold-colored design around the outside 
and a picture (mounted on tray) of a woman riding a horse 

Tray L49.8.13 Pair of candle snuffers and a small tray to hold snuffers. This 
is just the metal tray. "Pair of snuffers" might be one pair? 
NA.169 is a candle trimmer - might that be one of these candle 
snuffers? 

Tree, Family NA.146 
FIC.04.01.16 

Dana family in Woodstock compiled and lettered by Janet R. 
Houghton, 1972 former Executive Director of the Society 

Trimmer, Wick NA.169 Wrought iron candle trimmer, American, in form of scissors, 
looped handles, spring driven joint, box on blade. 6.5" long 

Trophy FIC.2016.71 Trophy Cup - "Woodstock Country Club - Woodstock Inn Cup 
- 1908" 

Trunk AU.94.5 Small trunk, poplar with maps, decorative motifs, and 
inscriptions burned into the lid and sides. Lid marked "The Old 
Woodstock Chest" and signed "JCD." A Christmas gift to 
Charles Loomis Dana 1911, from the maker, his brother John 
Cotton Dana. 

Trunk FIC.2018.27 Miniature trunk, c. 1850, probably American 

Trunk NA.352 Trunk made by Warren & Nute. Saddle Harness and Trunk 
Makers, No. 9, Edson's Buildings, (Central Street), 
Woodstock, VT. Maker's tag on inside cover; leather 
embossed; brass studs; red floral design inside; brass 
nameplate "J. McKenzie." 1832, leather, brass studded, 24" 
long, 14" wide, 14" high 
Description similar to 46.13.2, except that one mentions stencil 
"L.B." on the ends and makes no mention of "J. McKenzie" 
nameplate. 

Trunk NA.353 Leather and wood trunk; brass studs; geometric pattern inside; 
brass tag "Dr. Gallup." 24" long, 12.25" wide, 10" high. 
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Trunk NA.357 Trunk, initials "M.A." in studs on the top; blue/green interior, 
wood, sticker on side - mostly not readable. 24" long, 14.25" 
wide, 12" high. 

Trunk NA.359 Trunk - leather covered wood, initials "L.B." in studs on top, 
lined with newspaper, "Woodstock Observer" April 25, 1826. 
24" long, 12" wide, 11.5" high 

Trunk NA.361 Small trunk, leather, brass studs, fabric interior, brown and 
black flowers, manufacturer's label: "Warren & Nute, Saddle, 
Harness and Trunk Makers, No. 9, Edson's Buildings (Central 
Street) Woodstock, Vermont." 15.5" long, 10" wide, 7" high. 
Small trunk, leather, brass studs, fabric interior, brown and 
black flowers, manufacturer's label: "Warren & Nute, Saddle, 
Harness and Trunk Makers, No. 9, Edson's Buildings (Central 
Street) Woodstock, Vermont." 15.5" long, 10" wide, 7" high.  
This may be from the Lightbourn House. Description: Tanned 
brown leather, embossed, with leather strap handles, brass and 
iron lock, brass studs. Maroon chintz lining, paper label of 
Warren & Nute inside lid. Warren family. Woodstock, 1825-
50? 

Trunk NA.362 Trunk, wood and metal, rectangular; items in trunk : "Your 
Own Museum of Art In Miniature", Art News, game called 
"Crispino", block of wood, wood and metal object, three small 
envelopes, a few miniature dishes; 18" long, 10.5" wide, 10.5" 
high 

Underbodice FIC.2015.131 Tulle underbodice 

Underpants, 
Long 

FIC.2015.147 Long john bottoms, wool 

Undershirt AU.46.1 Undershirt, no side hems; embroidery on left front plackets; 
leaf motif embroidery on both front panels 

Undershirt AU.50.1 Undershirt, ruffled neck, lace shoulder insets, embroidery on 
sleeve edges. 

Undershirt AU.51.1 Undershirt, ruffled neck, lace shoulder inserts, crocheted trim 
on sleeve edges. 

Undershirt AU.56.1 Undershirt with lace trim at neck, sleeves, down one edge in 
back. 

Undershirt AU.60.1 White cotton undershirt with small embroidered panels at 
shoulders. 

Undershirt AU.61.1 White cotton undershirt with embroidered trim at neck and 
sleeves. 

Undershirt AU.62.1 Undershirt, hemstitching trim and ruffles at shoulders 
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Undershirt AU.67.1 Long-sleeved linen undershirt with drawstring ties, drawstring 
waist back only. 

Valance NA.274 Valance - white cotton with ball fringe; modern reproduction 
of a Victorian Style; made in New York City. 

Vase FIC.2016.17 Clear glass vase(?), six sided, short pedestal, ridged. 
Has “11” written in magic marker in the bowl. Maybe this is 
not a collection item? 

Vase FIC.2016.53 Large rose-pink glass vase; has been repaired on the bottom 

Vase FIC.2018.54 Steuben Glass vase, fan shape, optic rib, topaz color, amber 
disc foot and stem 

Vase L53.1.4A & B Pair of Meissen vases: different flower detailing on each vase; 
bell or trumpet-shaped bodies; multi-colored floral enamel and 
gilt edging; marked on bottom with traditional crossed swords 
in underglaze blue, number 61 (or 19?) in underglaze blue, and 
number 2790(?) 
All objects loaned in 1953 were returned, except for these two 
vases. Were they converted to a gift at that time? 

Veil FIC.2015.123 Black net veil. Card with veil (no #): Lace veil worn by Lucia 
Wood (Ward?) Parker, wife of Isaac Parker of South 
Woodstock. Born 1795. Died 1881. Need to check if there is a 
number.  Otherwise this will go on the 3rd Notice. 

Veil FIC.2016.30 Black lace veil with drawstring Parker 

Vest AU.54.1 Boy's blue cotton vest with covered buttons. Shaker. 

Vest AU.80.1 Boy's vest, cream back and lining, plaid front, flat mother-of-
pearl buttons; writing on inside of vest reads "Henry 
Chadwick's vest." 

Vest AU.81.1 Men's vest with brown back and lining. Plaid silk satin front, 
rounded lapels, s-button closing. 

Vest FIC.2015.154 Wedding vest 

Vest FIC.2015.157 Black-white checked man's vest 

Vest FIC.2015.158 Wedding suit black vest 

Vest FIC.2015.30 Ivory ottoman vest, part of a wedding suit 

Warmer, Foot FIC.04.01.41 
A & B 

Two foot warmers - heating device for feet when traveling by 
buggy or carriage; also to keep food plates warm 
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Warmer, Foot FIC.2017.24 Soapstone foot warmer with handle, piece broken off. 

Washbasin L54.2.1A Washbasin part of a set with a pitcher; belonged to Mrs. 
Chapman Fisk 

Washstand FIC.04.01.17 "Mackenzie Washstand" 

Wheel, 
Spinning 

L46.3.5 Large wooden "walking" spinning wheel 

Wheel, 
Spinning 

L46.3.6 Small wooden spinning wheel 

Whip, Buggy FIC.2016.5 Buggy whip - wood and leather with cloth loop handle; black 
& white striped handle; black whip with cord end; 37" long 

Winder, Yarn L46.10.4 Spool stand/yarn winder? Belonged to Elizabeth (Cobb) 
Atwood 

Winder, Yarn L49.8.17 Yarn winder 

Wristlet FIC.2015.120 Multi-colored silk knit wristlets, 4" 

Wristlet FIC.2015.121 Knit brown-purple flame pattern wristlets, 4.5" 

 


